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Simulations:   why ?  

•  Understanding (prerequisite to optimization) 

•  Models available 

•  (Some) material data available 

  

• Investment ratio: experiments/computers: factor 100 

   (Cost reduction via computational materials design) 



continuum scale 

atomic scale 

Simulations:   how ?  (continuum / atomic)  

~1023 atoms 

~107 atoms 



Simulations:   how ?  (global conditions)  

some steps are not well defined 



Simulations:   how ?  (local conditions)  

color code: total v. Mises strain 

500 mm 



Simulations:   how ?  (inheritance) 

materials have a history 
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Neuronal simulation methods 

Training up to 2p 
data fit: OK 

Application  

beyond 2p 
prediction: not OK 



Simulations:   how ?  (mechanisms)  

large data sets 

(104 • 103) 



Simulations:   how ?   (summary)  

• Continuum scale 

• Large data sets 

• Complex boundary conditions 

• Integrated modeling (microstructure inheritance) 

• Input data available? 

• Quantitative? 
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Discrete simulation methods 

Potts 
o    Monte Carlo (probabilistic), local  

          thermodynamics,  

          kinetics of transients 

+    simple codes (available),  flexible, 

          data input simple 

-     no real kinetics, lattice based 

N. Chen (Max-Planck-Institut 

               für Eisenforschung) 



Discrete simulation methods 

D. Raabe (Max-Planck-Institut 

                 für Eisenforschung) 

Cellular automata 
o    deterministic, synchronous update 

+    simple codes (available), flexible, 

         real kinetics, data input simple 

-     lattice based 



Discrete simulation methods 

Vertex models 
o    front tracking, deterministic,  

         synchronous update 

+    not lattice based, codes available,  

          real kinetics  

-     difficult code (3D),  

          no grain interiors 

Navy Laboratories 



Discrete simulation methods 

Phase field 
o    deterministic, synchronous update 

+    includes diffusion, 2nd phase  

-     difficult codes (available), slow 

S. Saito (Waseda University) 



Dislocation dynamics 
o    deterministic, synchronous update 

+    dynamics of small angle boundaries  

-     difficult codes (3D), slow, small 

         scale 

Discrete simulation methods 

F. Roters (Max-Planck-Institut 

                 für Eisenforschung) 



Finite Element Method 
o    deterministic, synchronous update 

+    robust 

-     difficult codes, slow, integration  

           point based 

Discrete simulation methods 

T. Gammel (Los Alamos) 
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Example #1:  FEM + CA 



Example #2:  EBSD + Potts  -  start data 

experimental map (after RX) 

experimental 

result of texture fit 
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Example #2:  EBSD + Potts  -  basics 



Example #2:  EBSD + Potts  -  parameters 
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Example #2:  EBSD + Potts  -  results grains 

Broad mobility 

peak at 27°<110> 

27°<110> with 

energy anisotropy 

Sharp S9 mobility 

peak, with energy 

anisotropy 
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Example #2:  EBSD + Potts  -  results texture 
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Conclusions 

Simulation methods (general thoughts) 

-    Potts / CA:  robust, flexible, 3D, codes available 

-    Vertex:  pure front tracking, difficult for 3D 

-    phase field: 2nd phase, impurities, 3D 

Examples 

-    Potts:  Goss growths for mobility+energy effect 

                  what about particles ? 

                  not abnormal  

-    CA+FEM:  example for integrated modeling 



Max-Planck-Institut für Eisenforschung GmbH 
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SCALING MONTE CARLO KINETICS OF THE POTTS

MODEL USING RATE THEORY
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AbstractÐA method is introduced for scaling Monte Carlo kinetics of the Potts model using rate theory.
The method is particularly designed for the kinetic and spatial scaling of multistate kinetic Potts models
using one or more sets of non-conserved structural or orientational state variables Si each of which can
assume a number of Qi degenerate ground states (Q or multistate Potts models) as commonly employed
for simulating recrystallization and curvature driven grain growth phenomena. The approach is based on
the equivalence of single-site state switches in the Potts model and grain boundary motion as described by
Turnbull's classical rate theory mapped on a simulation lattice. According to this approach the switching
probabilities can be scaled by the ratio of the local and the maximum occurring values of the grain bound-
ary mobility and by the ratio of the local and the maximum occurring values of con®gurational and scalar
contributions to the driving force. The real time step elapsing during one Monte Carlo time step is scaled
by the maximum occurring grain boundary mobility, the maximum occurring driving force, and the lattice
parameter of the simulation grid. 7 2000 Acta Metallurgica Inc. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.

Keywords: Computer simulation; Microstructure; Recrystallization & recovery; Grain growth; Theory &
modeling

1. INTRODUCTION

Computer simulations which use time and space as

independent variables are useful tools for investi-

gating recrystallization and grain growth phenom-

ena.

Applying them to spatially homogeneous starting

microstructures allows one to examine analytical

approaches and complement them with respect to

topological aspects. Applying them to spatially non-

homogeneous starting microstructures allows one to

identify critical conditions and mechanisms that

entail kinetic and topological deviations from ana-

lytical predictions. The latter aspect is of particular

importance because non-homogeneous microstruc-

tures are the rule and not the exception in real ma-

terials.

Monte Carlo simulations based on the multistate

kinetic Potts model have dominated the ®eld of dis-

crete recrystallization and grain growth predictions

since their ®rst introduction into physical metal-

lurgy 15 years ago. Applications were devoted to

normal grain growth [1±8], nucleation and static

primary recrystallization [5±13], dynamic recrystalli-

zation [14, 15], abnormal grain growth [6±8, 16, 17],

and growth processes under the in¯uence of particle

pinning [18±20].

The success of the Potts model can be attributed

to its enormous ¯exibility, its computational simpli-

city, and the comparably short calculation times.

An important shortcoming of the Potts model is the

absence of intrinsic microstructural scaling

measures.

The introduction of spatial and kinetic scaling

into the Potts model o�ers two major advantages.

First, it allows one to quantify space and time. This

aspect is of relevance when aiming at the simulation
of industrial processes, i.e. at the use of realistic

boundary conditions. Second, the quantitative in-

corporation of a wide spectrum of realistic or exper-

imental microstructure data, such as stored energy

or grain boundary mobility and energy data, can

only be realized on the basis of a common time and

space scale. For instance, the presence of grain

boundaries with di�erent mobility but identical

driving force should lead to di�erent switching rates

in the Potts model without spoiling the overall time

scale of the simulation. This aspect is of relevance

since experimental grain boundary mobility and

energy data are increasingly available [21±24].

The introduction of scaling into mesoscale Monte

Carlo simulations requires the combination of the

underlying Potts lattice model with some adequate

physical model of the situation to be investigated.

Acta mater. 48 (2000) 1617±1628
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This paper suggests a method to scale Monte Carlo
kinetics of the Potts model using rate theory. The

scaling method is based on the equivalence of
single-site state switches in the Potts model and
grain boundary motion as described by classical

rate theory mapped on a simulation lattice. The
method is particularly designed for Potts models
using a non-conserved structural state variable S

(e.g. crystal orientation) which can assume a dis-
crete number of Q degenerate ground states (Q or
multistate Potts model). The method enables one to

scale the switching probabilities by the ratio of the
local and the maximum occurring values of the
grain boundary mobility and by the ratio of the
local and the maximum occurring values of con®g-

urational and scalar contributions to the driving
force. The real time step elapsing during one Monte
Carlo time step is scaled by the maximum occurring

grain boundary mobility, the maximum occurring
driving force, and the lattice parameter of the simu-
lation lattice.

The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is
devoted to classical Monte Carlo kinetics of the
multistate Potts model, reviewing in particular the

energy operator, the Monte Carlo algorithm, classi-
cal Monte Carlo kinetics, and previous scaling
approaches. Section 3 deals with classical rate the-
ory of grain boundary motion. These two ingredi-

ents are used in Section 4 to derive the scaling
method by formulating the equivalence of switches
in the Potts model and grain boundary motion as

quanti®ed by rate theory.

2. MONTE CARLO KINETICS OF THE
MULTISTATE POTTS MODEL

2.1. The energy operator

The Hamiltonian commonly used in Potts models
[25] for simulating recrystallization and curvature

driven grain growth typically quanti®es the inter-
facial energy between dissimilar neighbor sites and
the stored elastic energy [6±8, 11]

E � Egg � Eel

�
XN
i�1

(
J

2

Xnnn
j�1
�1ÿ dSiSj

� �Helf �Qu ÿ Si �
)

�1�

where Egg is the energy proportional to the total

grain boundary energy in the system, Eel the energy
proportional to the total elastic energy due to
stored dislocations in the system, N the number of

lattice sites, nnn the geometrically weighted number
of neighbor sites in the ®rst, second, and third
neighbor shell, S the orientational state variable,

dSiSj
the Kronecker symbol which assumes a value

of one if Si � Sj and a value of zero if Si 6� Sj, J an
energy proportional to the grain boundary energy,
and Hel an energy proportional to the stored elastic

energy. J and Hel are positive. Their respective pro-
portionality factors relating them to realistic ener-

gies scale the simulation with respect to thermal
¯uctuations. The ratio between the two proportion-
ality factors determines the balance between curva-

ture driven grain growth and recrystallization [11].
The function f �Qu ÿ Si � describes whether a site is
recrystallized or not. Further details about the oper-

ator are given in Ref. [11].
The use of a spectrum of orientational states,

each representing a discrete crystallographic orien-

tation, allows one to map domains as regions of
identical state, i.e. as crystal grains or subgrains.
Equation (1) distinguishes con®gurational contri-
butions to the energy, which are calculated as a

sum over the immediate neighborhood nnn, from
scalar contributions to the energy. This di�erence in
the calculation of the system energy is of import-

ance for the equivalence scaling procedure discussed
later in this article.

2.2. Monte Carlo algorithm

The basic setup of a Monte Carlo model for

simulating recrystallization and curvature driven
grain coarsening consists of a spatial grid where the
state of each lattice point is described in terms of a

value of the orientational state variable (generalized
spin) and a value of the scalar energy stored with
this point (e.g. elastic energy due to stored dislo-
cations). The con®gurational energy change is cal-

culated during a trial ¯ip of the orientational state
variable by summing overall bonds between dissimi-
lar neighbor points before and after the switch.

After mapping some initial con®guration of these
two state variables on a discrete spatial grid the
Monte Carlo algorithm works according to the fol-

lowing rules. In the ®rst step, a lattice coordinate is
selected at random. In the second step, the values
of the two state variables at this site are switched.

In the third step, the total change in system energy
associated with this switch is calculated applying
equation (1) before and after the ¯ip. In the fourth
step, the probability that the chosen spin will switch

is calculated using the Glauber transition function
[26] or the Metropolis transition function [27]. The
heat-bath method suggested by Glauber dynamics

uses

WGl �
�
1� exp

�
ÿ DE

kBT

��ÿ1
�2�

with DE � En ÿ Eo, where En is the new total

energy of the spin con®guration after the trial
switch, Eo the old total energy of the current spin
con®guration before the trial switch, WGl the

Glauber switching probability, kB the Boltzmann
constant, and T the absolute temperature (Fig. 1).
The Metropolis method (Fig. 2) uses a switching
probability WM according to

1618 RAABE: SCALING MONTE CARLO KINETICS



WM �

8><>: exp

�
ÿ DE

kBT

�
if DE > 0

1 if DER0

�3�

where DE � En ÿ Eo: In the ®fth step, a random

number x is generated in the interval 0Rx < 1: In
the sixth step, the switching decision is made, i.e.
the ¯ip is accepted if x is equal or below the calcu-

lated Glauber or Metropolis switching probability.
Otherwise the switch is rejected and the initial spin
con®guration remains unchanged. Further details

about the Monte Carlo rules are given in the papers
cited in Section 1.

2.3. Classical Monte Carlo kinetics

Monte Carlo kinetics are commonly quanti®ed

by de®ning N trial ¯ips, where N is the number of
lattice sites, as one Monte Carlo step, i.e.

DtMC � n

N
�4�

where DtMC is the Monte Carlo time step and n the
number of trial switches. It is worth noting that this
measure does not have the unit of time [s] but the

unit of Monte Carlo steps [MCS].
At low temperatures, high degeneracy (high num-

ber of discrete possible states Q ), and large average

grain sizes (measured in units of lattice points), the
probability of successfully switching an arbitrary
site to a new orientation is very small and the

Metropolis method becomes ine�ective. For this
reason Sahni et al. [28] and later Hassold and Holm
[29] modi®ed the continuous time method intro-

Fig. 1. Single-site Glauber transition function. The dashed line indicates high temperature and the solid
line low temperature, equation (2).

Fig. 2. Single-site Metropolis transition function. The dashed line indicates high temperature and the
solid line low temperature, equation (3).

RAABE: SCALING MONTE CARLO KINETICS 1619



duced earlier for the Ising model [30] for the Potts
model

DtCMC � ÿ
�Qÿ 1�t

A
ln�R� �5�

where DtCMC is the Monte Carlo time step in the
continuous time approach, Q the maximum number
of discrete orientational states (spins), t the average

time between succeeding attempted state ¯ips on
the same lattice point (t is usually regarded as the
elementary Monte Carlo time unit), R a random

number between zero and one, and A the total sys-
tem activity which is de®ned by

A �
XN
i�1

Pi �
XQ
j�1

XN
i�1

pij �6�

where Pi is the activity of lattice site i, and pij the
probability of successfully ¯ipping lattice site i to a

new orientation Sj.
Further progress along this line was recently

made by Mehnert and Klimanek [31] who derived a

state-normalized version of the continuous time
simulation method which allows one to reformulate
Monte Carlo kinetics with a weaker dependence on

the total number of possible orientational states

Dt̂
C

MC �
DtCMC

�Qÿ 1� � ÿ
t
A

ln�R� �7�

where Dt̂
C

MC is the state-normalized Monte Carlo
time step in the continuous time approach.

2.4. Previous scaling approaches

The major question in this paper is whether and
how the above Monte Carlo time units [MCS] can
be related to the real time [s]. In this context Safran

et al. [32] suggested for atomic scale simulations to
set the time scale by multiplying the transition
probability with a basic attempt frequency G � tÿ1a :
The authors assumed this attack frequency to have

an Arrhenius-type temperature dependence{, i.e.

G � 1

ta

� exp

�
ÿ Qa

kBT

�
�8�

where Qa is the activation energy associated with a
single atomic jump event coupling the simulation to
temperature. The Glauber transition probability

according to Safran et al. then amounts to

WS
Gl � G

�
1� exp

�
ÿ DE

kBT

��ÿ1
: �9�

The Metropolis transition probability according to
Safran et al. is

WS
M �

8><>:G exp

�
ÿ DE

kBT

�
if DE > 0

G if DER0:

�10�

Concerning mesoscale simulations of recrystalliza-

tion and curvature driven grain coarsening
Anderson et al. [1] and Srolovitz et al. [2] pointed
out that the boundary velocity determined by track-

ing successive spin ¯ips in the Potts model yields
kinetics that are formally equivalent to the classical
rate theory of boundary motion. Following the sug-

gestion of Safran et al. [32], equation (8), the
authors state that the conversion of Monte Carlo
steps to real time has an implicit activation energy
factor, expfÿWa=�kBT �g, which corresponds to the

atomic jump frequency.
Mehnert and Klimanek [31] recently suggested in

their paper on the state-normalization of the con-

tinuous time method that a conversion of Monte
Carlo time steps to real time should be feasible
using

Dt̂
C

MC � y Dt nD exp

�
ÿ Wgb

kBT

�
�11�

where Dt̂
C

MC is the state-normalized Monte Carlo
time step, Dt the real time step, nD the Debye fre-

quency, y a factor which correlates the physical to
the model length scale, and Wgb the energy of acti-
vation for atom jumps from one grain surface
through the boundary to the surface of the neigh-

boring grain. This energy is usually termed the acti-
vation energy of grain boundary mobility.
Equations (5) and (7), discussed in the previous

section, can also be regarded as scaling approaches.
Though not generating a real time scale they intro-
duce di�erent Monte Carlo time weighting for sites

with di�erent switching probability. This means
that a ¯ip of a site with a small switching prob-
ability contributes a large portion to the Monte
Carlo time step and vice versa.

A qualitative step forward in di�erentiating
between switches associated with di�erent mobilities
of the grain boundaries involved was made by

Holm et al. [33] [equation (8) in their paper]. For
considering the in¯uence of grain boundary mobi-
lity on the switching probability Holm et al. used a

rule of the form

WH
M �

�
0 if DE > 0
m if DER0

�12�

where m is the mobility assigned to the switched

site. It is important to note that this method intro-
duces a relative switching rate of di�erent sites pro-
vided di�erent mobilities were assigned to them,
rendering m into mi. In their paper Holm et al. used

{ Note that the original paper contains a misprint on p.

2695 concerning the sign of the argument of the exponen-

tial.
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di�erent spatial mobility functions in order to simu-
late microstructures with gradients in the resulting

grain shape and size. A similar scaling method
based on mobility was earlier used by Rollett et al.
for the simulation of abnormal grain growth [17]

[equation (4) in their paper].

3. PHENOMENOLOGICAL RATE THEORY OF
GRAIN BOUNDARY MOTION

Turnbull formulated a phenomenological rate
equation, which describes the motion of large angle
grain boundaries in terms of isotropic single-atom

di�usion processes perpendicular to a homogeneous
planar grain boundary segment under the in¯uence
of free energy gradients

Çx � nnDlgbc

�
exp

�
ÿ DGÿ DGt=2

kBT

�

ÿ exp

�
ÿ DG� DGt=2

kBT

��
�13�

where Çx is the interface velocity, nD the Debye fre-
quency, lgb the jump width through the interface, c
the intrinsic concentration of in-plane self-di�usion

carrier defects (e.g. grain boundary vacancies or
shu�e sources), n the normal to the grain boundary
segment, DG the Gibbs enthalpy of motion through

the interface, DGt the Gibbs enthalpy associated
with the transformation, kB the Boltzmann con-
stant, and T the absolute temperature [34].

Bold symbols indicate vector quantities. The
Debye frequency is of the order of 1013±1014/s and
the jump width of the order of the magnitude of

the Burgers vector.
Replacing the Gibbs enthalpy of motion by the

corresponding enthalpy and entropy, expressing the
concentration of the in-plane defects in terms of

their thermal density, and expressing the Gibbs
enthalpy associated with the transformation by the
driving force and the activation volume leads to

Çx � nnDlgb exp

�
DSf

kB

�
exp

�
ÿ DHf

kBT

�

�
�

exp

�
ÿ DHm ÿ TDSm ÿ � pO=2�

kBT

�

ÿ exp

�
ÿ DHm ÿ TDSm � � pO=2�

kBT

��
�14�

where p is the negative change in Gibbs enthalpy
per volume unit across the interface (driving force),

O the atomic volume, DSf the entropy of formation,
DHf the enthalpy of formation, DSm the entropy of
motion, and DHm the enthalpy of motion. The

atomic volume is of the order of b 3, where b is the
magnitude of the Burgers vector.
While DSf mainly quanti®es the vibrational

entropy, DSm contains con®gurational and vi-

brational portions. Summarizing these terms leads
to

Çx � nnDb exp

�
DSf � DSm

kB

�
sinh

�
pO
kBT

�

� exp

�
ÿ DHf � DHm

kBT

�
: �15�

Due to the small argument in the sinh, equation

(15) can be linearized

Çx1 nnDb exp

�
DSf � DSm

kB

��
pO
kBT

�

� exp

�
ÿ DHf � DHm

kBT

�
: �16�

This approximation reproduces the well-known phe-
nomenological Turnbull expression

Çx � n mp � n m0 � exp

�
ÿ Qgb

kBT

�
p �17�

where m is the mobility, m0 the pre-exponential fac-
tor, and Qgb the activation energy of grain bound-

ary mobility.
Comparing the coe�cients in equations (16) and

(17) yields

m0 � nDbO
kBT

exp

�
DSf � DSm

kB

�

Qgb � DHf � DHm: �18�

Equations (13)±(18) provide a phenomenological
kinetic picture of grain boundary motion, where the
atomic processes associated with a particular grain

boundary are statistically described in terms of m �
m0�Dg, n� and Qgb �Qgb�Dg, n�, where g is the ro-
tation matrix quantifying the misorientation across

the grain boundary and n the normal of the grain
boundary segment.
Considering the misorientation and the boundary

normal of each grain boundary segment occurring
in a microstructure simulation is of importance
because of the strong dependence of the grain
boundary mobility on these parameters. Since it is

di�cult to quantify some of the physical parameters
in equation (18), particularly with respect to their
dependence on the misorientation, it is preferable to

use experimental rather than theoretical mobility
data wherever possible [21±24].

4. SCALING BY EQUIVALENCE

4.1. General formulation

The lattice site ¯ips occurring in a Potts model
based on a Hamiltonian of the type shown in
equation (1) for curvature driven grain growth and
recrystallization implicitly mimic the motion of

RAABE: SCALING MONTE CARLO KINETICS 1621



grain boundary segments. This means that the clas-
sical linearized symmetric rate theory for thermally

activated grain boundary motion under the in¯u-
ence of free energy gradients as outlined above,
equation (17), is an appropriate kinetic model for

expressing the equivalence of spin ¯ips in the Potts
model and real grain boundary motion. Formally,
the equivalence can be expressed by

Çx P � Çx rate

n
lP

DtMCDtreal

� nm� pc � ps�

lP

DtMCDtreal

� m0 exp

�
ÿ Qgb

kBT

�
� pc � ps� �19�

where Çx P is the boundary velocity in the Potts

model, Çx rate the boundary velocity according to rate
theory as given by equation (17), n the normal of
the grain boundary segment, pc con®gurational con-

tributions to the driving force (e.g. through bound-
ary curvature), ps scalar contributions to the driving
force (e.g. through the elastic energy associated

with stored dislocations or through an applied mag-
netic ®eld), DtMC the kinetic Monte Carlo measure
in units of [MCS] as given by equation (4), lP the

jump width or lattice parameter of the Potts model
in units of [m], and Dtreal the real time step in units
of [s/MCS].
The separation of the con®gurational from the

scalar contributions to the total driving force is
necessary since the scaling introduced by equation
(19) must be formulated for a single-site switching

function of the type given by equation (2) or
equation (3) rather than for a coupled set of di�er-
ential equations of motion.

Reformulating equation (19) leads to an ex-
pression for the real time elapsing during a number
of DtMC kinetic Monte Carlo time steps

Dtreal � lP

DtMCmp

� lP

DtMCm0� pc � ps�exp

�
� Qgb

kBT

�
: �20�

This equation shows that the real time step can

only be expressed in units of [s/MCS]. For one
single Monte Carlo time step �DtMC � 1 MCS� the
real time step amounts to

Dtreal � lP

mp

�
s

MCS

�
: �21�

This simple preliminary result is physically plausible

because it is obvious that a large prescribed lattice
spacing lP requires a large time step to be swept by
a moving grain boundary while a fast boundary
needs a small time unit to sweep a given length lP.

The inverse of this elementary time step can be
regarded as an attack frequency Greal � 1=Dtreal

which is for a given lattice with parameter lP
characteristic of a particular grain boundary.
Since the time scale introduced in equation (21) is

thus dependent on the local grain boundary velocity
at lattice point i, i.e.

Dtireal �
lP

mipi

�
s

MCS

�
�22�

where m � mi is the local grain boundary mobility
at lattice point i and p � pi the local driving force
at lattice point i, equations (20) and (21) are only

applicable to situations in which the driving force
and the mobility are the same everywhere in the
system. Such a restriction does only apply for a
very limited number of highly idealized cases, for

instance for primary static recrystallization in a per-
fect homogeneous single crystal with equal driving
force (neglecting the in¯uence of curvature) and

equal grain boundary mobility throughout the
entire specimen.
In a heterogeneous material, equation (21) would

thus give a di�erent characteristic time scale at
di�erent lattice points. Such a non-normalized scal-
ing rule would be of no use. In order to adapt this
scaling method to systems with a non-homogeneous

distribution of driving force and mobility it is thus
useful to normalize the system to a common time
scale Dtmin

real :
Such a common time scale is identical to the

minimum time scale occurring in the system. It is
determined by the fastest moving grain boundary in

the array. According to equation (17) the fastest
possible grain boundary is characterized by maxi-
mum mobility mmax and maximum driving force

pmax, changing equation (21) into

Dtmin
real �

lP

mmaxpmax
� lP

mmax
0 � pmax

c � pmax
s �

� exp

(
Qmin

gb

kBT

) �
s

MCS

� �23�

where mmax
0 is the pre-exponential factor and

Qmin
gb the activation energy associated with the

grain boundary with the highest mobility in the
system. DtMC was here set to one Monte Carlo

time step.
Before using this minimum occurring time step as

a common time basis for all possible cell ¯ips the

corresponding single-site transition functions,
equations (2) and (3), must be normalized in accord
with this measure. This means that they must be

scaled by the ratio of the local and the maximum
occurring values of the grain boundary mobility
and driving force. The Glauber transition function
then changes to
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ŴGl �
�

mi

mmax

� 
pmax

c � pis
pmax

c � pmax
s

!�
1� exp

�
DE
kBT

��ÿ1
�24�

where DE is En ÿ Eo, equation (2), pmax
c the maxi-

mum con®gurational driving force, pmax
s the maxi-

mum scalar (i.e. magnetic or elastic) driving force,
and pis the local scalar driving force at lattice point
i.

It is important to note in equation (24) that the
mobility ratio (m i/mmax) equally in¯uences the for-
ward and the backward motion of a grain boundary

that may occur due to thermal ¯uctuation. This is
plausible since for instance a twin boundary with a
very small mobility can neither easily move accord-

ing to the driving force nor ¯uctuate against it. In
other words, the drag e�ect caused by low mobility
principally acts in both directions. The e�ect of a
mobility change according to equation (24) is

shown in Fig. 3 for the Glauber function.
Correspondingly, the Metropolis transition function
changes to

ŴM �8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

�
mi

mmax

� 
pmax

c � pis
pmax

c � pmax
s

!
exp

�
ÿ DE

kBT

�
if DE > 0

�
mi

mmax

� 
pmax

c � pis
pmax

c � pmax
s

!
if DER0:

�25�

The e�ect of a mobility change according to

equation (25) is shown in Fig. 4 for the Metropolis

function.

Both scaled single-site transition functions predict

a non-vanishing switching probability,

�mipmax
c �=�mmax� pmax

c �pmax
s ��, for cases where the sca-

lar driving forces are zero which is due to the ubi-

quitous presence of con®gurational driving forces.

Since the driving force term in equations (24) and

(25) has the constant maximum con®gurational

driving force and the local scalar driving force in

the numerator and the constant maximum total

(scalar and con®gurational) driving force in the de-

nominator the maximum possible transition prob-

ability is exactly equal to one provided the local

mobility is equal to the maximum mobility. The

only situation where the transition probability at a

lattice point is zero occurs when the local grain

boundary mobility m i is zero.

A comment must be made at this point about the

relation between the energy change DE associated

with each trial switch, equation (1), and the real

driving forces that occur in the modi®ed transition

functions, equations (24) and (25). Energy changes

given by the operator in equation (1) are not equiv-

alent but only proportional to the negative driving

forces (multiplied by the transformed volume unit).

This means that the energy term DE in the tran-

sition functions serves exclusively to quantify the

sensitivity of the system with respect to thermal

¯uctuations. The use of a Boltzmann-type penalty

term for the evaluation of ¯uctuations can be

regarded as a mathematical method to overcome

Fig. 3. Scaled single-site Glauber-type transition function for two di�erent temperatures and grain
boundary mobilities. The dashed lines indicate high temperature and the solid lines low temperature.
The black lines indicate high mobility and the gray lines low mobility. The driving forces were constant,

equation (24).
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local energy minima that occur in Metropolis-type
Monte Carlo simulations. True thermal ¯uctuations

occur at an atomic scale. In the here suggested new
concept they are already included in Turnbull's rate
formulation of grain boundary motion, equation

(13), which balances forward and backward jumps
of the atoms through the boundary. This means
that the true temperature dependence of recrystalli-

zation and grain growth dynamics lies in this frame-
work in the temperature dependence of grain
boundary motion which is fully accounted for by

the activation energy of grain boundary mobility,
equation (17).
Except for the use of thermal ¯uctuations, which

are a typical feature of all Metropolis-type Monte

Carlo methods, equations (19)±(25) reveal formal
correspondence to the time scale and the transition
functions derived for a probabilistic cellular auto-

maton which is based on directly mapping rate the-
ory on a simulation lattice [35].

4.2. Formulation for recrystallization and curvature
driven grain growth

It is conceivable that various contributions pij,s
may add to the total local scalar driving force on a
grain boundary at lattice point i, i.e. pis �

P
j p

i
j,s:

When using such di�erent scalar driving forces in
the scaled Monte Carlo algorithm, qualitative
di�erences between them must be considered. While

magnetic driving forces can occur on either side of

a ¯uctuating grain boundary, the use of a scalar
driving force arising from elastic lattice distortions

caused by stored dislocations �pis � pir,s� is not
admissible for the quanti®cation of thermal ¯uctu-
ations since they may act against the sign of that

force. The reason for this asymmetry is that it
would violate the second law of thermodynamics if
the stored internal energy would increase through

the spontaneous accumulation of dislocations. In
other words, stored dislocations are removed by a
moving grain boundary but they cannot be formed

by a ¯uctuating interface, i.e. by a trial ¯ip. In con-
trast, magnetic energy terms must be considered
both in the case of an energy increase and in the
case of an energy decrease.

For simulations of recrystallization and curvature
driven grain growth the Glauber switching function,
therefore, is

~WGl �

8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:

�
mi

mmax

��
pmax

c

pmax
c � pmax

s

��
1� exp

�
DE
kBT

��ÿ1
if DE > 0�

mi

mmax

� 
pmax

c � pir,s
pmax

c � pmax
s

!�
1� exp

�
DE
kBT

��ÿ1
if DER0:

�26�

The Metropolis transition function for this case is

Fig. 4. Scaled single-site Metropolis-type transition function for two di�erent temperatures and grain
boundary mobilities. The dashed lines indicate high temperature and the solid lines low temperature.
The black lines indicate high mobility and the gray lines low mobility. The driving forces were constant,

equation (25).
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Fig. 5. Scaled single-site Glauber-type switching probability as a function of the scalar driving force for
two di�erent grain boundary mobilities. The dashed lines show the transition probability for con®gura-
tional driving forces and the solid lines for the total driving force. The black lines indicate high mobility
and the gray lines low mobility. The temperature was constant. The dashed line at W � 1 represents
the maximum possible switching probability for cases with maximum grain boundary mobility and

maximum scalar driving force �pmax
s � 6 MPa), equation (26).

Fig. 6. Scaled single-site Metropolis-type switching probability as a function of the scalar driving force
for two di�erent grain boundary mobilities. The dashed lines show the transition probability for con®g-
urational driving forces and the solid lines for the total driving force. The black lines indicate high
mobility and the gray lines low mobility. The temperature was constant. The dashed line at W � 1 rep-
resents the maximum possible switching probability for cases with maximum grain boundary mobility

and maximum scalar driving force �pmax
s � 6 MPa), equation (27).
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~WM �8>>>>><>>>>>:

�
mi

mmax

��
pmax

c

pmax
c � pmax

s

�
exp

�
ÿ DE

kBT

�
if DE > 0�

mi

mmax

� 
pmax

c � pir,s
pmax

c � pmax
s

!
if DER0:

�27�

These modi®ed single-site transition functions pre-
dict a switching probability di�erent from zero even
if all non-con®gurational local driving forces are

absent. The transition probability is then exclusively
due to con®gurational contributions. The driving
force term in equations (26) and (27) has the con-
stant maximum con®gurational driving force both

in the numerator and in the denominator. For the

case of energy decrease the driving force term ad-

ditionally contains the local scalar driving force in

the numerator and the maximum scalar driving

force in the denominator. This means that the

maximum possible transition probability in the

direction of the driving force is exactly equal to one

if the local mobility is equal to the maximum mobi-

lity �mi � mmax� and if at the same time the local

scalar portion of the driving force is equal to its

maximum possible value �pir,s � pmax
s ).

The only situation where the transition prob-

ability becomes equal to zero occurs for a local

grain boundary which has zero mobility �mi � 0).

This is conceivable for small angle boundaries and

certain twin boundaries. Figures 5 and 6 show the

switching probability as a function of the local sca-

lar driving force stemming from stored dislocations

Fig. 7. Scaled single-site Glauber-type transition function for pure curvature driven grain growth at
constant temperature for grain boundaries of di�erent mobility. The transition probabilities are inde-

pendent of the driving force, equation (28).

Fig. 8. Scaled single-site Metropolis-type transition function for pure curvature driven grain growth at
constant temperature for grain boundaries of di�erent mobility. The transition probabilities are inde-

pendent of the driving force, equation (29).
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pir,s for the scaled Glauber transition function and
for the scaled Metropolis transition function

according to equations (26) and (27).

4.3. Formulation for pure curvature driven grain
growth

This section presents scaled versions of the above

introduced switching probability functions for pure
curvature driven grain growth simulations where no
scalar contributions to the driving force occur.

The corresponding single-site switching functions
can be derived from equations (26) and (27) by
simply dropping the terms for the scalar driving

force (Figs 7 and 8). The Glauber function then
reduces to

�WGl �
�

mi

mmax

��
1� exp

�
DE
kBT

��ÿ1
: �28�

The Metropolis transition function for this case
reduces to

�WM �

8>>>><>>>>:

�
mi

mmax

�
exp

�
ÿ DE

kBT

�
if DE > 0�

mi

mmax

�
if DER0:

�29�

Equations (28) and (29) show that scaling for pure
grain growth simulations can be obtained by simply
multiplying the original single-site switching func-

tions, equations (2) and (3), by the ratio of the local
and the maximum values of the grain boundary
mobility.
Monte Carlo simulations on the basis of the

scaled Metropolis transition function for curvature
driven grain growth, equation (29), have recently
been conducted by Rollett [36, 37].

5. CONCLUSIONS

The paper introduced a method for scaling

Monte Carlo kinetics of the Potts model using
Turnbull's rate theory of grain boundary motion.
The method is designed for the kinetic and
spatial scaling of multistate Potts models using

one or more sets of non-conserved discrete struc-
tural or orientational state variables as employed
for simulating recrystallization and curvature dri-

ven grain growth phenomena.
The scaling is based on the equivalence of single-

site state switches in the Potts model and grain

boundary motion as described by rate theory
mapped on a simulation lattice.
According to this method the switching probabil-

ities can be scaled by the ratio of the local and the
maximum occurring values of the grain boundary
mobility and by the ratio of the local and the maxi-
mum occurring values of con®gurational and scalar

contributions to the driving force. The real time
step elapsing during one Monte Carlo time step is

scaled by the maximum occurring grain boundary
mobility, the maximum occurring driving force, and
the lattice parameter of the simulation grid.

Various scaled Glauber- and Metropolis-type
transition functions were derived and discussed with
respect to applications in the ®elds of recrystalliza-

tion and grain growth Monte Carlo simulations.
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Abstract. The paper presents a two-dimensional approach for simulating primary static
recrystallization, which is based on coupling a viscoplastic crystal plasticity finite-element model
with a probabilistic kinetic cellular automaton. The crystal plasticity finite-element model accounts
for crystallographic slip and for the rotation of the crystal lattice during plastic deformation. The
model uses space and time as independent variables and the crystal orientation and the accumulated
slip as dependent variables. The ambiguity in the selection of the active slip systems is avoided
by using a viscoplastic formulation that assumes that the slip rate on a slip system is related to
the resolved shear stress through a power-law relation. The equations are cast in an updated
Lagrangian framework. The model has been implemented as a user subroutine in the commercial
finite-element code Abaqus. The cellular automaton uses a switching rule that is formulated as a
probabilistic analogue of the linearized symmetric Turnbull kinetic equation for the motion of sharp
grain boundaries. The actual decision about a switching event is made using a simple sampling
nonMetropolis Monte Carlo step. The automaton uses space and time as independent variables and
the crystal orientation and a stored energy measure as dependent variables. The kinetics produced
by the switching algorithm are scaled through the mesh size, the grain boundary mobility, and the
driving force data. The coupling of the two models is realized by: translating the state variables used
in the finite-element plasticity model into state variables used in the cellular automaton; mapping
the finite-element integration point locations on the quadratic cellular automaton mesh; using the
resulting cell size, maximum driving force, and maximum grain boundary mobility occurring in
the region for determining the length scale, time step, and local switching probabilities in the
automaton; and identifying an appropriate nucleation criterion. The coupling method is applied
to the two-dimensional simulation of texture and microstructure evolution in a heterogeneously
deformed, high-purity aluminium polycrystal during static primary recrystallization, considering
local grain boundary mobilities and driving forces.

1. Motivation for coupling different spatially discrete microstructure and texture
simulation methods

Time- and space-discretized simulation approaches such as the crystal plasticity finite-element
method or cellular automata are increasingly gaining momentum as powerful tools for
predicting microstructures and textures. The major advantage of such discrete methods is
that they consider material heterogeneity as opposed to classical statistical approaches, which
are based on the assumption of material homogeneity.

Although the average behaviour of materials during deformation and heat treatment
can sometimes be sufficiently well described without considering local effects, prominent
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examples exist where substantial progress in understanding and tailoring material response
can only be attained by taking material heterogeneity into account. For instance, in the field
of plasticity the quantitative investigation of ridging and roping, or related surface defects
observed in sheet metals, requires knowledge about local effects such as the grain topology or
the form and location of second phases. In the field of heat treatment, the origin of the Goss
texture in transformer steels, the incipient stages of cube texture formation during primary
recrystallization of aluminium, the reduction of the grain size in microalloyed low-carbon steel
sheets, and the development of strong {111}〈uvw〉 textures in steels can hardly be predicted
without incorporating local effects such as the orientation and location of recrystallization
nuclei and the character and properties of the grain boundaries surrounding them.

Although spatially discrete microstructure simulations have already profoundly enhanced
our understanding of microstructure and texture evolution over the last decade, their potential
is sometimes simply limited by an insufficient knowledge about the external boundary
conditions that characterize the process and an insufficient knowledge about the internal
starting conditions that are, to a large extent, inherited from the preceding process step. It
is thus an important goal to improve the incorporation of both types of information into such
simulations. External boundary conditions prescribed by real industrial processes are often
spatially nonhomogeneous. They can be investigated using experiments or process simulations
that consider spatial resolution. Spatial heterogeneities in the internal starting conditions, i.e. in
the microstructure and texture, can be obtained from experiments or microstructure simulations
that include spatial resolution.

In this paper we use the results obtained from a crystal plasticity finite-element simulation
as starting conditions for a discrete recrystallization simulation carried out with a probabilistic
cellular automaton. The coupling between both methods consists of: extracting and translating
the state variables of the finite-element plasticity model (texture and accumulated shear) into
state variables of the cellular automaton model (texture and dislocation density); mapping
these data on the cellular automaton grid; scaling the cellular automaton mesh in terms of
the derived cell size, maximum occurring driving force and grain boundary mobility; and in
establishing an adequate nucleation criterion which makes use of these data.

The plan of the paper is as follows: we will separately present the basic features of both
simulation methods in sections 2 and 3, explain the coupling method in section 4, and present
the results of the recrystallization simulations in section 5.

2. The crystal plasticity finite-element model

2.1. Crystal constitutive model

The deformation behaviour of the grains is determined by a crystal plasticity model, which
accounts for plastic deformation by crystallographic slip and for the rotation of the crystal lattice
during deformation. Consequently, the model uses space and time as independent variables and
the crystal orientation and the accumulated slip as dependent or state variables†. The crystal
kinematics follow those described by Asaro (1983), and the rate-dependent formulation follows
that developed by Peirce et al (1983). Here, however, the equations are cast in an updated
Lagrangian framework rather than the total Lagrangian. The model has been implemented
(Smelser and Becker 1989) as a user subroutine in the commercial finite-element code Abaqus
and has been used in several studies to simulate deformation in grains and single crystals
(Becker 1991, Becker et al 1991, 1995).

† The accumulated slip can be regarded as a state variable since it is used for the calculation of the slip system’s
resistance to shear.
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In the crystal model, the velocity gradient, L, is decomposed additively into elastic and
plastic parts:

L = L∗ + Lp. (1)

Each of these can be further decomposed into its symmetric and antisymmetric parts
representing, respectively, the rate of deformation tensor, D, and the spin tensor, Ω:

L∗ = D∗ + Ω∗ (2)

Lp = Dp + Ωp. (3)

The plastic part of the rate of deformation tensor, Dp, and the plastic spin, Ωp, can be
expressed in terms of the slip rates, γ̇ α , along the crystallographic slip directions sα and
on crystallographic slip planes with normals mα:

Dp = 1

2

N∑
α=1

γ̇ α(sα ⊗ mα + mα ⊗ sα) =
N∑
α=1

γ̇ αPα (4)

Ωp = 1

2

N∑
α=1

γ̇ α(sα ⊗ mα − mα ⊗ sα) =
N∑
α=1

γ̇ αWα (5)

where sα ⊗ mα and mα ⊗ sα are the dyadic products of the slip vectors.
For the simulations on aluminium, which has a face-centred cubic (fcc) crystal structure,

plastic deformation at low temperatures is typically assumed to occur on the 12 slip systems
with 〈110〉 slip directions and {111} slip planes, i.e. the slip vectors sα = 1√

2
(110)T and

mα = 1√
3
(111)T are orthonormal.

The elastic stretch and the elastic rotation of the crystal lattice lead to a change of sα and
mα . This effect is captured by the elastic part of the velocity gradient. The slip vectors evolve
during deformation according to

ṡα = L∗ · sα (6)

ṁα = −mα · L∗. (7)

The slip vectors remain orthogonal so that the plastic portion of the deformation is nondilatant.
By assuming a stress potential in which the stress is related to the elastic distortion of the
crystal lattice, the rate of the Kirchhoff stress tensor, τ̇ , is given by

τ̇ = C : D∗ + D∗ · τ + τ · D∗ + Ω∗ · τ − τ · Ω∗ (8)

where C is a fourth-order tensor of the elastic moduli and τ is the Kirchhoff stress tensor. Using
the additive decomposition of the rate of deformation tensor and the spin into its elastic and
plastic portions, and combining the second and third terms of equation (8) with the modulus
to define a new fourth-order tensor, K, the Jaumann rate tensor of the Kirchhoff stress rate can
be written



τ = K : D∗ − K : Dp − Ωp · τ + τ · Ωp = K : D∗ −

N∑
α=1

γ̇ αRα. (9)

The last three terms of equation (9) involve plastic deformation. They can be expressed in
terms of slip rates as

N∑
α=1

γ̇ α(K : Pα + Wα · τ − τ · Wα) =
N∑
α=1

γ̇ αRα (10)
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where Pα and Wα are defined in equations (4) and (5). Using equation (10), the Jaumann
stress rate is given by



τ = K : D∗ −

N∑
α=1

γ̇ αRα. (11)

The fourth-order modulus tensor, K, is given in terms of the crystal moduli and the current
stress state. The tensors Rα are functions of the stress state and of the known crystal geometry.

What remains is to specify the slip rates, γ̇ α . In the rate-dependent constitutive formulation
adopted here, the slip rate on a slip system is assumed to be related to the resolved shear stress
on this system, τα = τ : Pα , through a power law relation:

γ̇ α = γ̇ α0

(
τα

τ̂ α

)1/m

(12)

where the scalar scaling parameter τ̂ α , which has the unit of stress, is a phenomenological
measure for the slip system strength or resistance to shear, m = 0.002 is the strain rate
sensitivity exponent, and γ̇ α0 = 0.03 s−1 is a reference shear rate. The value of the strain rate
sensitivity exponent is low and the material response is almost rate-independent.

With the slip rates given as explicit functions of the known resolved shear stresses, the
rate-dependent method avoids the ambiguity in the selection of active slip systems, which is
encountered in many rate-independent formulations where it must be solved using an additional
selection criterion. However, integration of the stress rate, equation (11), with the slip rate
defined by equation (12) produces a system of equations which is numerically ‘stiff’. The rate
tangent modulus method of Peirce et al (1983) is used to increase the stable time step size.

For the present simulations, the strengths of all of the slip systems at a material point are
taken to be equal, i.e. we adopt the Taylor hardening assumption. The hardening as a function
of accumulated slip

γ =
∫ t

0

N∑
α=1

γ̇ α dt ′ (13)

is assumed to follow the macroscopic strain hardening behaviour obtained from a biaxial test
by fitting the experimental data to a Voce equation

σ = 445.21 − 258.0 exp(−5.1203ε) MPa (14)

where a satisfactory fit was obtained beyond ε = 0.08. The fit was adjusted by the average
Taylor factor using an approximate value of three to give the slip system resistance to shear,
equation (12), as a function of the accumulated shear:

τ̂ α = 148.4 − 86.13 exp(−1.0768γ ) MPa. (15)

When applied in a polycrystal simulation of a tensile test, this treatment of the slip system
hardening will approximately reproduce the hardening behaviour that was originally measured.
The cubic elastic constants used in the simulation are typical for aluminium: C11 = 108 GPa,
C12 = 62 GPa and C44 = 28.3 GPa (Smethells 1983).

2.2. Original specimen and finite-element discretization

The original specimen approximated here by the two-dimensional finite-element simulation
was a quasi two dimensional columnar grain polycrystal of high-purity aluminium created by
directional solidification (Becker 1998). The material was subsequently annealed to eliminate
small grains and irregularities from the grain boundaries. The resulting grain size was of
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Figure 1. Distribution of the integration point locations in the finite-element mesh before
deformation. According to a section of the real specimen, the finite-element sample has a size
of 30 × 25 mm2. The compression axis is along the 25 mm direction and extension is along the
30 mm direction.

the order of millimetres. A rectangular specimen 30 × 25 × 10 mm3 was excised for plane
strain compression in a channel die. The axis of the columnar grains was aligned with the
10 mm direction of the sample. This was also the constraint direction for the channel die
experiments. The compression axis was along the 25 mm direction and extension was along
the 30 mm direction. The specimen was etched to reveal the grain structure. The crystal
orientations of the 39 grains were determined using the electron backscatter technique in a
scanning electron microscope. Both the grain structure and the crystallographic orientations
taken from longitudinal sections were provided as input to the two-dimensional finite-element
analyses.

Because a fine spatial discretization is desired for coupling the deformation results with the
recrystallization model, a two-dimensional finite-element model was constructed. The finite-
element mesh was created using the package Maze (1993). This mesh generator uses a paving
algorithm in two dimensions to construct a mesh within each individual grain contour. The
nodal locations are the same for elements on both sides of a grain boundary. The deformation
was modelled as being continuous across grain boundaries. Grain boundary sliding and
separation are not permitted. The mesh (figure 1) used 36 977 quadrilateral elements in the
model plane.

3. The probabilistic cellular automaton

3.1. Fundamentals

The recrystallization model is designed as a cellular automaton with a probabilistic switching
rule (Raabe 1998a,b, 1999). Independent variables are time t and space x = (x1, x2, x3). Space
is discretized into an array of equally shaped quadratic cells. Each cell is characterized in terms
of the dependent variables. These are scalar (mechanical, electromagnetic) and configurational
(interfacial) contributions to the driving force and the crystal orientation g = g(ϕ1, φ, ϕ2),
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where g is the rotation matrix and ϕ1, φ, ϕ2 the Euler angles. The driving force is the negative
change in Gibbs enthalpyGt per transformed cell. The starting data, i.e. the crystal orientation
map and the spatial distribution of the driving force, must be provided by experiment, i.e.
orientation imaging microscopy via electron backscatter diffraction or by simulation, for
example a crystal plasticity finite-element simulation as in this study. Grains or subgrains
are mapped as regions of identical crystal orientation, but the driving force may vary inside
these areas.

The kinetics of the automaton result from changes in the state of the cells, which are
hereafter referred to as cell switches. They occur in accord with a switching rule, which
determines the individual switching probability of each cell as a function of its previous state
and the state of its neighbouring cells. The switching rule used in the simulations discussed
below is designed for the simulation of primary static recrystallization. It reflects that the state
of a nonrecrystallized cell belonging to a deformed grain may change due to the expansion
of a recrystallizing neighbour grain, which grows according to the local driving force and
boundary mobility. If such an expanding grain sweeps a nonrecrystallized cell the stored
dislocation energy of that cell drops to zero and a new orientation is assigned to it, namely that
of the growing neighbour grain.

To put this formally, the switching rule is cast in the form of a probabilistic analogue of the
linearized symmetric rate equation of Turnbull (1951), which describes grain boundary motion
in terms of isotropic single-atom diffusion processes perpendicular through a homogeneous
planar grain boundary segment under the influence of a decrease in Gibbs energy:

ẋ = nνDλgbc

{
exp

(
−�G + �Gt/2

kBT

)
− exp

(
−�G−�Gt/2

kBT

)}
(16)

where ẋ is the grain boundary velocity, νD the Debye frequency, λgb is the jump width through
the boundary, c is the intrinsic concentration of grain boundary vacancies or shuffle sources, n

is the normal of the grain boundary segment,�G is the Gibbs enthalpy of motion through in the
interface, �Gt is the Gibbs enthalpy associated with the transformation, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, and T is the absolute temperature. Replacing the jump width by the burgers vector
and the Gibbs enthalpy terms by the total entropy, �S, and total enthalpy, �H , leads to a
linearized form of equation (16):

ẋ ≈ nνDb exp

(
−�S

kB

) (
pV

kBT

)
exp

(
−�H

kBT

)
(17)

where p is the driving force and V is the atomic volume which is of the order of b3, where
b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector. Summarizing these terms reproduces Turnbull’s
expression

ẋ = nmp = nm0 exp

(
−Qgb

kBT

)
p (18)

where m is the mobility. Equations (16)–(18) provide a well known kinetic picture of grain
boundary segment motion, where the atomistic processes† are statistically described in terms
of the pre-exponential factor of the mobility m0 = m0(�g,n) and the activation energy of
grain boundary mobility Qgb = Qgb(�g,n). Both quantities may depend strongly on the
misorientation�g across the boundary, the grain boundary normal n, and the impurity content
(Gottstein et al 1997, 1998, Doherty et al 1997, Molodov et al 1998).

† It must be emphasized in this context that thermal fluctuations, i.e. random forward and backward jumps of the
atoms through the grain boundary are already included in equation (16). It is not required to consider any additional
form of thermal fluctuation.
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For dealing with competing switches affecting the same cell, the deterministic rate
equation, equation (18), can be replaced by a probabilistic analogue that allows one to calculate
switching probabilities. First, equation (18) is separated into a deterministic part, ẋ0, which
depends weakly on temperature, and a probabilistic part, w, which depends strongly on
temperature:

ẋ = ẋ0w = n
kBTm0

V

pV

kBT
exp

(
−Qgb

kBT

)
with

ẋ0 = n
kBTm0

V
w = pV

kBT
exp

(
−Qgb

kBT

)
. (19)

The probability factor w represents the product of the linearized part pV/(kBT ) and
the nonlinearized part exp(−Qgb/(kBT )) of the original Boltzmann terms. According to
equation (19), nonvanishing switching probabilities occur for cells which reveal neighbours
with a different orientation and a driving force which points in their direction. The automaton
considers the first-, second- (2D), and third- (3D) neighbour shells for the calculation of the
total driving force acting on a cell. The local value of the switching probability depends on
the crystallographic character of the boundary segment between such unlike cells.

3.2. The scaled and normalized switching probability

The cellular automaton is usually applied to starting data that have a spatial resolution far above
the atomic scale. This means that the automaton grid may have some mesh size λm � b. If a
moving boundary segment sweeps a cell, the grain thus grows (or shrinks) by λ3

m rather than
b3. Since the net velocity of a boundary segment must be independent of the imposed value
of λm, an increase of the jump width must lead to a corresponding decrease of the grid attack
frequency, i.e. to an increase of the characteristic time step, and vice versa. For obtaining
a scale-independent grain boundary velocity, the grid frequency must be chosen in a way to
ensure that the attempted switch of a cell of length λm occurs with a frequency much below
the atomic attack frequency that attempts to switch a cell of length b. Mapping equation (19)
on a grid which is prescribed by an external scaling length λm leads to the equation

ẋ = ẋ0w = n(λmν)w with ν = kBTm0

V λm
(20)

where ν is the eigenfrequency of the chosen mesh characterized by the scaling length λm.
The eigenfrequency given by equation (20) represents the attack frequency for one

particular grain boundary with constant mobility. In order to use a whole spectrum of mobilities
and driving forces in one simulation it is necessary to normalize equation (20) by a common
grid attack frequency ν0 rendering it into

ẋ = ẋ0w = nλmν0

(
ν

ν0

)
w = ˆ̇x0

(
ν

ν0

)
w = ˆ̇x0ŵ (21)

where the normalized switching probability amounts to

ŵ =
(
ν

ν0

)
pV

kBT
exp

(
−Qgb

kBT

)
= m0p

λmν0
exp

(
−Qgb

kBT

)
. (22)

The value of the normalization or grid attack frequency ν0 can be identified by using the
physically plausible assumption that the maximum occurring switching probability cannot be
larger than one:

ŵmax = mmax
0 pmax

λmν
min
0

exp

(
− Qmin

gb

kBT

)
� 1 (23)
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where mmax
0 is the maximum occurring pre-exponential factor of the mobility, pmax is the

maximum possible driving force, νmin
0 is the minimum allowed grid attack frequency, and

Qmin
gb is the minimum occurring activation energy. With ŵmax = 1 in equation (23), one

obtains the normalization frequency as a function of the upper bound input data:

νmin
0 = mmax

0 pmax

λm
exp

(
− Qmin

gb

kBT

)
. (24)

This frequency and the local values of the mobility and the driving force change equation (22)
into

ŵlocal = mlocal
0 plocal

λmν
min
0

exp

(
− Qlocal

gb

kBT

)
=

(
mlocal

0

mmax
0

)(
plocal

pmax

)
exp

(
− (Qlocal

gb −Qmin
gb )

kBT

)

=
(
mlocalplocal

mmaxpmax

)
. (25)

This expression is the central switching equation of the algorithm. It reveals that the local
switching probability can be quantified by the ratio of the local and the maximum mobility
mlocal/mmax, which is a function of the grain boundary character and by the ratio of the local and
the maximum driving pressure plocal/pmax. The probability of the fastest occurring boundary
segment (characterized by mlocal

0 = mmax
0 , plocal = pmax, Qlocal

gb = Qmin
gb ) to realize a cell

switch is equal to one. Equation (25) shows that the mesh size does not influence the switching
probability but only the time step elapsing during an attempted switch. The characteristic time
constant of the simulation �t is 1/νmin

0 , equation (24).
The switching probability expressed by equation (25) can also be formulated in terms of

the local time t = λm/ẋ required by a grain boundary with velocity ẋ to cross the automaton
cell of size λm (Gottstein 1999):

ŵlocal =
(
mlocalplocal

mmaxpmax

)
=

(
ẋ local

ẋmax

)
=

(
tmax

t local

)
. (26)

Therefore, the local switching probability can also be regarded as the ratio of the distances
that were swept by the local grain boundary and the grain boundary with maximum velocity,
or as the number of time steps the local grain boundary needs to wait before crossing the
encountered cell. This reformulates the same underlying problem, namely that boundaries
with different mobilities and driving forces cannot equally switch the state of the automaton
in a given common time step.

There are two ways to cope with the problem. Either the time step is chosen such that the
boundary with minimum probability crosses the cell, then the automaton will always switch
state and boundaries with larger velocities will effect neighbouring cells. This is the approach
Reher (1998) and Marx et al (1995, 1997, 1998) have chosen in their modified automaton.
The alternative way is to clock the time step such as to have the boundary with the maximum
velocity to cross the cell during one time step. In such a case, more slowly moving boundaries
will not switch the cell and one would have to install a counter in the cell to account for that
delay. The approach used in this paper principally pursues the latter method and solves it
by using a stochastic decision rather than a counter to account for the insufficient sweep of
the boundary through the cell. Stochastic Markov-type sampling is equivalent to installing a
counter, since the probability to switch the automaton is proportional to the velocity ratio given
by equations (25) and (26), provided the chosen random number generator is truly stochastic.
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3.3. The switching decision

Equations (25) and (26) allow one to calculate the switching probability of a cell as a function
of its previous state and the state of the neighbouring cells. The actual decision about a
switching event for each cell is made by a Monte Carlo step. The use of random sampling
ensures that all cells are switched according to their proper statistical weight, i.e. according to
the local driving force and mobility between cells. The simulation proceeds by calculating the
individual local switching probabilities ŵlocal according to equation (25) and evaluating them
using a nonMetropolis Monte Carlo algorithm. This means that for each cell the calculated
switching probability is compared to a randomly generated number r which lies between zero
and one. The switch is accepted if the random number is equal or smaller than the calculated
switching probability. Otherwise the switch is rejected:

random number r between zero and one




accept switch if r �
(
mlocalplocal

mmaxpmax

)

reject switch if r >
(
mlocalplocal

mmaxpmax

) . (27)

Except for the probabilistic evaluation of the analytically calculated transformation
probabilities, the approach is entirely deterministic. Thermal fluctuations other than included
through equation (16) are not permitted. The use of realistic or even experimental input data
for the grain boundaries (e.g. Gottstein et al 1997, 1998, Gottstein and Shvindlerman 1999,
Molodov et al 1998) enables one to make predictions on a real time and space scale. The
switching rule is scalable to any mesh size and to any spectrum of boundary mobility and
driving force data. The state update of all cells is made in synchrony.

4. Coupling the crystal plasticity finite-element model with the probabilistic cellular
automaton

4.1. Basic considerations about coupling

The coupling between the crystal plasticity finite-element model and the probabilistic cellular
automaton was realized in four steps. First, the state variables of the finite-element plasticity
model (crystal orientation and accumulated shear) were extracted and translated into state
variables of the cellular automaton model (crystal orientation and dislocation density). Second,
the integration point locations from the distorted finite-element mesh were mapped on the
quadratic mesh of the automaton. Third, the resulting cell size, the maximum occurring driving
force, and the maximum occurring grain boundary mobility were extracted from the mapped
data for the determination of the length scale λm, the time step �t = 1/νmin

0 which elapses
during the synchronous state update, equation (24), and the local switching probabilities ŵlocal,
equation (25). Fourth, an appropriate nucleation criterion was defined in order to determine
under which kinetic and thermodynamic conditions recrystallization started and which crystal
orientations the switched nucleation cells assumed.

4.2. Selection of state variables

The first step in coupling the two methods consists in extracting or, respectively, translating
appropriate state variables of the crystal plasticity finite-element model into state variables of
the cellular automaton model. The state variables required in the recrystallization model are the
crystal orientation and some measure for the stored elastic energy, e.g. the stored dislocation
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Figure 2. Distribution of the integration point locations in the finite-element mesh at a logarithmic
strain of ε = −0.434.

density†. The state variables are given at the spatial coordinates of the integration points of
the finite-element mesh.

The crystal orientations at these coordinates, i.e. the microtexture, was not discretized but
directly used as calculated by the crystal plasticity finite-element method. Earlier calculations
(Raabe 1998a,b) used a discretization method where each orientation is represented by the
closest texture component from a set of discrete crystal orientations. The set contained
936 texture components which were equally distributed in orientation space. The use of a
continuous instead of a discrete orientation space enhances the calculation speed. However,
the required computer memory is enhanced as well.

The second state variable, i.e. the stored dislocation density was linearly related to the
value of the accumulated slip known for each nodal point in the finite-element model. It
should be noted at this point that recent crystal plasticity polycrystal simulations have not
only predicted stored elastic energy arising from the accumulated shear (translated here into
some stored dislocation density), but also some local residual elastic stresses which are
orientation dependent, although these are not proportional to the shear accumulated during
plastic deformation (Dawson et al 1999). At large plastic strains this additional elastic
incompatibility pressure might not be significant, since the driving forces stemming from
stored dislocations typically exceed those stemming from residual elastic stresses by at least
an order of magnitude. However, at small strains it could be important to add these elastic
stresses to the driving pressure.

4.3. Mapping procedure

The mesh of the finite-element model was aligned with each individual grain contour (figure 1).
Since the grains revealed different kinematics and different strain hardening behaviours during
deformation the mesh gradually became even more distorted with increasing strain. Figure 2
shows the distribution of the integration points at a logarithmic strain of ε = 0.434. The state
variables given at these points had to be mapped on the regular cellular automaton mesh that
consisted of quadratic cells.

Spatial compatibility between both types of models can, in principle, be attained by
either directly interpolating the finite-element data on a quadratic cellular automaton mesh
or by choosing an appropriate mapping procedure. The method we used is a Wigner–Seitz

† Recrystallization models working on a more microscopic scale would also aim at the incorporation of the dislocation
cell structure (e.g. Humphreys 1992, 1997, Doherty et al 1997). Progress in recrystallization and recovery could then
be described by discontinuous (recrystallization) and continuous (recovery) subgrain coarsening. The approach
presented here works on a somewhat larger scale where dislocation cell coarsening is not explicitly considered.
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cellular automaton finite element 

Figure 3. Schematic description of the Wigner–Seitz mapping algorithm. It consists of two steps.
First, a fine quadratic grid (circles) is superimposed on the finite-element mesh (crosses). Second,
values of the state variables at each of the integration points are assigned to the new grid points that
fall within the Wigner–Seitz cell corresponding to that integration point. The Wigner–Seitz cells
of the finite-element mesh are constructed from cell walls, which are the perpendicular bisecting
planes of all lines connecting neighbouring integration points, i.e. the integration points are in the
centres of the Wigner–Seitz cells.

type of mapping algorithm (Raabe 1999). It consisted of two steps. In the first step, a
fine quadratic automaton grid was superimposed on the distorted finite-element mesh. The
spacing of the points in the new grid was smaller than the spacing of the closest neighbour
points in the finite-element mesh. The absolute value of the cell size of the superimposed
quadratic cellular automaton mesh was thus determined by the size of the simulated specimen
(see section 2.2). It amounted to λm = 61.9 µm. While the original finite-element mesh
consisted of 36 977 quadrilateral elements, the cellular automaton mesh consisted of 217 600
cells. In the second step, values of the state variables at each of the integration points were
assigned to the new grid points that fell within the Wigner–Seitz cell corresponding to that
integration point. The Wigner–Seitz cells of the finite-element mesh were constructed from
cell walls, which were the perpendicular bisecting planes of all lines connecting neighbouring
integration points (figure 3), i.e. the integration points were in the centres of the Wigner–Seitz
cells.

The Wigner–Seitz procedure requires that the cellular automaton grid is finer than the
finite-element mesh, i.e. this mapping method produces clusters of cellular automaton sites
with identical state variable properties surrounding each finite-element interpolation point. In
the model these clusters correspond to regions of the same crystallographic orientation with
a uniform nonzero dislocation density. The size of these cellular automaton clusters depends
on the ratio between the average finite element point spacing and the cellular automaton site
spacing. Since, at a later stage of the simulation (section 4.5), a nucleation criterion must
be defined as a function of the local misorientation between neighbouring automaton cells,
and since this criterion is only satisfied at the boundaries of the cellular automaton clusters,
it is conceivable that the Wigner–Seitz approach might introduce a dependence on the finite-
element mesh size.
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Figure 4. Distribution of the accumulated crystallographic shear strain in the finite-element sample
at a logarithmic deformation of ε = −0.434.

4.4. Scaling procedure

The maximum driving force in the region arising from the stored dislocation density amounted
to about 1 MPa. The temperature dependence of the shear modulus and of the Burgers vector
was considered in the calculation of the driving force. The grain boundary mobility in the
region was characterized by an activation energy of the grain boundary mobility of 1.46 eV
and a pre-exponential factor of the grain boundary mobility of m0 = 8.3 × 10−3 m3 N−1 s−1.
Together with the scaling length λm = 61.9 µm we used these data for the calculation of
the time step �t = 1/νmin

0 , equation (24), and of the local switching probabilities ŵlocal,
equation (25).

4.5. Nucleation criterion for recrystallization

The nucleation process during primary static recrystallization has been explained for pure
aluminium in terms of discontinuous subgrain growth (Humphreys 1992, 1997, Doherty
et al 1997). According to this model nucleation takes place in areas which reveal high
misorientations among neighbouring subgrains and a high driving force for curvature-
driven subgrain coarsening. The present simulation approach works above the subgrain
scale, i.e. it does not explicitly describe cell walls and subgrain coarsening phenomena.
Instead, we incorporated nucleation on a more phenomenological basis using the kinetic
and thermodynamic instability criteria known from classical recrystallization theory (Himmel
1963, Haessner 1978, Gottstein 1984, Humphreys and Hatherly 1995). The kinetic instability
criterion means that a successful nucleation process leads to the formation of a mobile, large-
angle grain boundary. The thermodynamic instability criterion means that the stored energy
changes across the newly formed large-angle grain boundary providing a net driving force.
Nucleation in this simulation is performed in accord with these two aspects, i.e. potential
nucleation sites must fulfil both the kinetic and the thermodynamic instability criterion. In
the simulations two phenomenological nucleation models were implemented based on these
instability criteria.

The first nucleation model is a variant of the subgrain coalescence model and is capable
of creating new orientations. At the beginning of the simulation the kinetic conditions for
nucleation were checked by calculating the misorientations among all neighbouring cells. If
a pair of cells revealed a misorientation above 15◦, the thermodynamic criterion, i.e. the local
value of the dislocation density was also checked. If the dislocation density was larger than
some critical value of its maximum value in the sample (we checked 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%,
80% and 90%), the two cells were recrystallized, i.e. a new orientation midway between the two
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5. 2D simulations of primary static recrystallization in a deformed aluminium polycrystal on
the basis of crystal plasticity finite-element data. The figure shows the change both in microtexture
(upper images) and in dislocation density (lower images), which was derived from the value of
the accumulated crystallographic shear, as a function of the annealing time during isothermal
recrystallization. The white areas in the lower images indicate a stored dislocation density of zero,
i.e. they are recrystallized. The black lines in both figures indicate misorientations above 15◦
and the thin grey lines indicate misorientations between 5◦ and 15◦, irrespective of the rotation
axis. The orientation image given in the upper figures represents different crystal orientations by
different grey levels. The simulation parameters are: annealing temperature, 800 K; site-saturated
nucleation conditions; kinetic instability criterion, misorientation above 15◦; thermodynamic
instability criterion, dislocation density larger than 70% of the maximum occurring value; maximum
occurring driving force, 1 MPa; activation energy of the grain boundary mobility, 1.46 eV; pre-
exponential factor of the grain boundary mobility, m0 = 8.3 × 10−3 m3 N−1 s−1 and mesh size
of the cellular automaton grid (scaling length), λm = 61.9 µm. The images show a crystal in the
following states of recrystallization: (a) 0%, (b) 3%, (c) 13%, (d) 22%, (e) 32%, (f ) 48%, (g) 82%
and (h) 93% recrystallized.

original orientations was created and a dislocation density of zero was assigned to them. The
generation of the new orientation was based on the idealized picture of subgrain coalescence
(Hu 1963). If the two recrystallized cells had a misorientation above 15◦ with respect to the
nonrecrystallized neighbour cells they could grow into the surrounding matrix.

The second nucleation model is even simpler and does not create new orientations. At the
beginning of the simulation, the thermodynamic criterion, i.e. the local value of the dislocation
density, was first checked for all grid points. If the dislocation density was larger than some
critical value of its maximum value in the sample (we checked 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 80%
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(e) (f )

(g) (h)

Figure 5. (Continued)

and 90%), the cell was spontaneously recrystallized without any orientation change, i.e. a
dislocation density of zero was assigned to it and the original crystal orientation was preserved.
In the next step the ordinary growth algorithm was started according to equations (25)–(27), i.e.
the kinetic conditions for nucleation were checked by calculating the misorientations among
all spontaneously recrystallized cells (preserving their original crystal orientation) and their
immediate neighbourhood considering the first-, the second-, and the third-neighbour shells. If
any such pair of cells revealed a misorientation above 15◦, the cell flip of the unrecrystallized
cell was calculated according to equations (25)–(27). In case of a successful cell flip, the
orientation of the first recrystallized neighbour cell was assigned to the flipped cell. All
simulation results presented hereafter used the second nucleation model.

5. Simulation of primary static recrystallization

Figure 4 shows the starting conditions prior to the simulated annealing treatment, i.e. the
distribution of the accumulated crystallographic shear in the sample after a total logarithmic
strain of ε = −0.434. The distribution of the integration points of the finite-element mesh
was shown in figure 2. Figure 4 reveals three major areas with large values of the accumulated
shear (bright areas). These areas can be referred to as deformation bands.

Figure 5 shows the change both in microtexture and in dislocation density, which was
assumed to be proportional to the accumulated crystallographic shear, as a function of the
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(a) (b)

Figure 6. Simulated recrystallized volume fraction ((a) Avrami diagram) and interface fraction
((b) Cahn–Hagel diagram) as functions of the annealing time. The temperature was 800 K.

annealing time during recrystallization. The annealing temperature was 800 K. The simulation
assumed site-saturated nucleation conditions using the second nucleation criterion described
in the preceding section, i.e. potential nuclei were spontaneously formed at t = 0 s in cells with
a dislocation density larger than 70% of the maximum value in the sample. These potential
nuclei then grew or remained unchanged in accord with equations (25)–(27).

The upper images in figure 5 show the orientation images where each grey level represents
a specific crystal orientation. The grey level is calculated as the magnitude of the Rodriguez
orientation vector. The cube component serves as a reference orientation. The lower images
in figure 5 show the stored dislocation densities. The white areas are recrystallized, i.e. the
stored dislocation content of the affected cells was dropped to zero. The black lines in both
figures indicate misorientations above 15◦ irrespective of the rotation axis. The thin grey lines
in both figures indicate misorientations above 5◦ and below 15◦ irrespective of the rotation
axis.

The incipient stages of recrystallization (figures 5(a)–(c)) reveal that nucleation is
concentrated in areas with large accumulated local shear strains and lattice curvatures
(figure 4). This means that the spatial distribution of the nuclei is very inhomogeneous. The
deformation bands with high localized stored energy and lattice curvature produce clusters
of similarly oriented nuclei. Less deformed areas between the bands show a negligible
density of nuclei. The following stages of recrystallization (figures 5(d)–(f )) reveal that
the nuclei do not grow freely into the surrounding deformed material as described by
Avrami–Johnson–Mehl theory, but impinge upon each other and thus compete, already,
at a very early stage of the transformation. The late stages of recrystallization show an
incomplete and spatially heterogeneous transformation of the deformed material (figures 5(g)
and (h)).

The observed deviation from Avrami–Johnson–Mehl-type growth, i.e. the early
impingement is reflected by the kinetic behaviour which differs from the classical sigmoidal
kinetics observed under homogeneous nucleation conditions (figure 6). The kinetics simulated
on the basis of the finite-element data in conjunction with the chosen nucleation model reveal
an Avrami exponent of about 1.4, which is for below the theoretical value for site-saturated
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Figure 7. Magnification of three selected areas where moving large-angle grain boundaries did
not sweep the deformed material. This pronounced recovery is due to insufficient misorientations
between the deformed and the recrystallized areas entailing a drop in grain boundary mobility
(orientation pinning).

nucleation conditions in two dimensions of two (figure 6(a)). Figure 6(b) shows the
corresponding Cahn–Hagel plot. A more systematic analysis of such nucleation behaviour,
which is characterized by an early growth competition, might help to identify approaches for
the optimization and even tailoring of recrystallization kinetics, texture, and grain size.

Another interesting result of the simulation is the partial recovery of deformed material.
Figure 7 shows three selected areas where moving large angle-grain boundaries did not
sweep the deformed material. An analysis of the state variable values at these coordinates
and of the grain boundaries involved substantiates that not insufficient driving forces, but
insufficient misorientations between the deformed and the recrystallized areas—entailing a
drop in grain boundary mobility—were responsible for this effect. Previous authors referred
to this mechanisms as orientation pinning (Juul Jensen 1997).

Figure 8 shows the crystallographic textures of the microstructures presented in figure 5.
The orientation distribution functions were calculated by replacing each single orientation by a
Gauss-type scattering functions using a scatter width of 3◦. The textures are given in Euler space
where each coordinate ϕ1, φ, ϕ2 represents a certain crystal orientation. In order to emphasize
the main texture components in Euler space, only areas with an orientation density above
random (f (g) = 1) are plotted. The initial texture is characterized by a number of isolated
components, some partial texture fibres, and some smeared-out components. During the
annealing treatment most of the scattered components vanish and the main texture components
are shifted.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. Starting (a) and end (b) texture of the microstructures shown in figure 5. The orientation
distribution functions were calculated by using Gauss-type scattering functions with a scatter width
of 3◦. The textures are given in Euler space where each coordinate ϕ1, φ, ϕ2 represents a certain
crystal orientation. In order to emphasize the main texture components, the graphs show only areas
in Euler space with an orientation density above random (f (g) = 1).

6. Conclusions

We presented an approach for simulating recrystallization by coupling a viscoplastic crystal
plasticity finite-element model with a cellular automaton. The coupling between both models
consisted of: extracting and translating the microtexture and stored energy data predicted by
the finite-element simulation into the cellular automaton model; mapping these data on the
quadratic cellular automaton mesh; scaling the cellular automaton in terms of the derived
cell size, maximum driving force, and maximum grain boundary mobility occurring in the
region; and establishing an adequate nucleation criterion, which makes use of these data.
The coupling method was used to simulate the formation of texture and microstructure in a
deformed high-purity aluminium polycrystal during static primary recrystallization. It was
observed that nucleation was concentrated in areas with a large accumulated shear and large
lattice curvature. The spatial distribution of the nuclei was very inhomogeneous. Deformation
bands with high stored energy and large curvature showed a high density of nuclei, whilst
less deformed areas did not produce nuclei. The clustering of nuclei led to a deviation from
Avrami–Johnson–Mehl-type kinetics with a 2D Avrami exponent significantly below two.
The observed partial recovery of deformed material was explained in terms of insufficient
misorientations between some of the deformed and the recrystallized areas, which entailed
a local drop in grain boundary mobility. The initial texture after deformation was changed
during the recrystallization treatment.
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Abstract

This is a 2D cellular automaton simulation study on the evolution of the recrystallization texture in a 75% cold rolled

interstitial free (IF) sheet steel. The model is applied to experimentally obtained high resolution microtexture EBSD

data. The simulation is discrete in time and physical space. Orientation is treated as a continuous variable in Euler

space. The dislocation density distribution is approximated from the Kikuchi pattern quality of the experimental EBSD

data. It is used for the calculation of the scalar driving force field required for the recrystallization simulation. Different

models for nucleation and for the influence of Zener-type particle pinning are presented and tested. Real time and space

calibration of the simulation is obtained by using experimental input data for the grain boundary mobility, the driving

forces, and the length scale of the deformed microstructure as mapped by the high resolution EBSD experiments. The

simulations predict the kinetics and the evolution of microstructure and texture during recrystallization. Depending on

the ratio of the precipitated volume fraction and the average radius of the particles the simulations reveal three different

regimes for the influence of particle pinning on the resulting microstructures, kinetics and crystallographic textures.
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1. Introduction

The understanding of the recrystallization tex-

ture of interstitial free (IF) low carbon steel sheets
is important for an improved prediction of the

resulting elastic-plastic anisotropy of such steels

with respect to their engineering performance
ed.
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Fig. 1. TEM-carbon-replica of Ti(CN) precipitations on a

grain boundary in an IF steel before recrystallization [unpub-

lished results by I. Thomas, MPI].
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during sheet forming in the automotive industry.

The main goal in that context is to produce IF steel

sheets with a very strong and homogeneous c-fiber
texture ({111}huvwi texture) and a very small ori-
entation density of the 45� ND-rotated cube orien-
tation, {001}h110i (ND refers to the sheet normal
direction). The beneficial mechanical properties

resulting from such textures, namely, a maximum

planar Lankfort value together with a minimum

variation of the Lankfort value in the sheet plane,

define the goal for optimizing corresponding indus-

try-scale continuous annealing procedures for IF

steels for better sheet drawability [1–9].
An important microstructural parameter affect-

ing the formation of recrystallization textures in IF

steels is the influence of incoherent second phase

precipitates which are located on the inherited

grain boundaries of the deformed grains (e.g., alu-

minium-nitrides, titanium-carbides, titanium-sul-

fides, titanium-carbonitrides). In this study we

use a modified 2D cellular automaton approach
[10] for the simulation of primary static recrystal-

lization of a cold rolled IF sheet steel (75% engi-

neering thickness reduction). The proposed

modification of the automaton consists in the pos-

sibility to consider the pinning effect associated

with particles at the former grain boundaries

according to the Zener or respectively Zener–Fri-

edel models [11]. The automaton is used in a 2D
rather than in the standard 3D formulation [10]

since in the current study it is applied to experi-

mental 2D EBSD data of the starting microstruc-

ture. The motivation for this simulation study is

the frequent observation that new grains which

grow during primary static recrystallization in

such steels do not easily expand across the former

grain boundaries of the deformed microstructure
[9,12].

Our own TEM-observations have revealed the

presence of fine particles (in particular of Ti(C,N))

at the inherited grain boundaries surrounding the

deformed grains, so that one possible explanation

for the impeded recrystallization may be a strong

particle pinning effect (Fig. 1). The goal of this

study, hence, is to investigate the influence of such
fine grain boundary particles on the recrystalliza-

tion microstructure and texture with the help of

a modified cellular automaton approach.
2. Cellular automaton model

2.1. Basics of cellular automata for recrystallization

modeling

Cellular automata are algorithms that describe

the discrete spatial and temporal evolution of com-

plex systems by applying local deterministic or

probabilistic transformation rules to the cells of a
regular (or non-regular) lattice [13–17]. These rules

determine the state of a lattice point as a function

of its previous state and the state of the neighbor-

ing sites. The number, arrangement, and range of

the neighbor sites used by the transformation rule

for calculating a state switch determines the range

of the interaction and the local shape of the areas

which evolve. Cellular automata work in discrete
time steps. After each time interval the values of

the state variables are updated for all lattice points

in synchrony mapping the new (or unchanged)

values assigned to them through the local transfor-

mation rule. Owing to these features, cellular auto-

mata provide a discrete method of simulating the

evolution of complex dynamical systems which

contain large numbers of similar components on
the basis of their local interactions. The overall

spatial system complexity and transformation

kinetics emerge from the repeated and synchro-

nous application of the cellular automaton rules

equally to all nodes of the lattice. These local rules

can for many cellular automaton models in mate-

rials science be derived through finite difference

formulations of the underlying differential equa-
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tions that govern the system dynamics at a meso-

scopic level [15,16]. Cellular automata have been

successfully used for a variety of problems in the

field of recrystallization [15–30]. The model for

the present recrystallization simulation is designed
as a cellular automaton with a probabilistic trans-

formation rule. The details of the used transforma-

tion rules are given in [10,16,26].

2.2. Particle pinning forces on grain boundaries

Grain boundary pinning forces arise when sec-

ond phase particles occur on the grain boundary.
Their presence reduces the grain boundary area

and, hence, the grain boundary energy. This en-

ergy saving which must be replenished upon

unpinning is referred to as Zener pinning [11,31].

In the following simulations we consider pinning

effects imposed by a stable array of incoherent par-

ticles which reside on the grain boundaries of the

deformed microstructure.
In his first calculation Zener [11] approximated

the magnitude of the pinning force by assuming

randomly distributed spherical particles. The

boundary was assumed to move as a straight inter-

face through the particle array and to experience a

resistive force, F, from each particle. With c the
boundary energy (in units of J/m2), the force F

due to one particle is given by F = prc, where r is
the particle radius. The surface A on which the

force is applied amounts to A = 2pr2/(3f), where f
is the volume fraction of spherical particles. The

Zener pressure then amounts to

pZ ¼ � 3
2

c
f
r

ð1Þ

A shortcoming of this approach is that a grain
boundary cannot be considered as a rigid inter-

face, but it may have some flexible to bow out be-

tween particles when a driving force is applied.

Diverse modifications have been proposed to cor-

rect for this flexibility [31–33]. They give results

which are of the same order of magnitude as the

original formulation of Zener. Two possible cor-

rections were discussed by Hunderi and co-work-
ers [34,35], pHZ. They introduce a correction

factor U which depends on the volume fraction

of the particles f:
pHZ ¼ �Uðf Þ 3
4
c
f
r

ð2Þ

When assuming a Friedel-like particle behavior
one obtains the following equation for the drag

force, pFZ,

pFZ ¼ �2:6c f
0:92

r
ð3Þ

When considering a stronger dependence of the
corrector factor on the value of f than assumed

in the original Friedel model [34–36], one obtains

a modified expression for the Zener pressure:

pLFZ ¼ �0:33c f
0:87

r
for f < 3% ð4Þ

For a reasonable choice of the grain boundary

energy (0.6 J/m2), the precipitate volume fraction

(1%), and the average particle radius (1000 Å)

the original Zener pinning force, as calculated

according to Eq. (1) amounts to about 0.1 MPa.

When considering the corrections discussed, the

pinning force rises to about 0.5 MPa according

to Eq. (3) and to 0.2 MPa according to Eq. (4).
Eqs. (1) and (3) are hereafter used as constitutive

laws for the simulations.

2.3. Implementation of Zener-type pinning effects

into the cellular automaton

The introduction of a Zener-like pinning effect

according to Eqs. (1) and (3) requires the definition
of three new state variables in the recrystallization

cellular automaton algorithm, namely, the grain

boundary energy per area, the volume fraction of

incoherent second phase particles, and the average

particle size. The actual implementation of these

quantities and the calculation of the resulting

forces in a cellular automaton approach depends

strongly on how the particles are modeled in the
algorithm. Two different methods are conceivable

to map particles on the inherited grain boundaries

in a cellular automaton.

The first model defines a fixed volume fraction

of particles as an attribute to each cell abutting

an existing grain boundary. Since particles which

are relevant for pinning effects are small compared

to the cell size of the automaton they cannot be
mapped in a one-to-one fashion occupying a
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complete cell. A specific volume fraction of parti-

cles (and also a local value for the particle size)

is, instead, associated with each cell abutting a

grain boundary. This description has the advan-

tage that it can smoothly enter into the standard
automaton algorithm. The concept also allows

one to start with a heterogeneous distribution of

particles on the grain boundaries. The second

model defines the volume fraction of particles as

a generic grain boundary parameter and not as a

cell variable. This means that the particle volume

fraction and average radius is defined together

with the type of grain boundary. In the following
we use the second approach to map particles in

the automaton mesh.

2.4. Criterion for recrystallization nucleation events

Primary static recrystallization proceeds by the

formation and growth of nuclei [31]. In the present

model the nucleation stage is not explicitly simu-
lated since the automaton works above the

subgrain scale. This means that the current autom-

aton model with its rather large cell size cannot

explicitly be used to model discontinuous subgrain

coarsening phenomena which entail nucleation in

IF steels. The transformation rule of the cellular

automaton explained above considers only the

growth stage. This means that a nucleation crite-
rion must be added as a separate model. Such a

nucleation rule determines how the incipient stage

of recrystallization is seeded. A nucleation rule has

to fulfill the kinetic and thermodynamic instability

criteria. The kinetic instability criterion means that

a successful nucleation event leads to the for-

mation of a mobile large angle grain boundary

(misorientation above 15�) that can sweep the sur-
rounding deformed matrix. The thermodynamic

instability criterion means that the stored energy

changes across the newly formed large angle grain

boundary creating a driving force that pushes it

forward into the surrounding deformed matrix.

The latter step is captured by the transformation

rule of the cellular automaton as outlined above.

The nucleation rule chosen in this simulation
study is based on site saturated nucleation condi-

tions. At the beginning of the algorithm, the local

values of the stored deformation energy (disloca-
tion density) are for each cell checked and com-

pared to some critical value. If the local value of

the dislocation density is larger than that critical

value, the cell is considered as spontaneously

recrystallized without any orientation change
[16,17]. In practice, this means for a cell that its

orientation attributes (Euler angles) remain un-

changed whereas the stored energy density param-

eter (dislocation density) drops to zero. With this

step, the thermodynamic criterion is fulfilled. In

the ensuing time step a so recrystallized cell can at-

tempt to sweep a non-recrystallized neighbor cell

according to the transformation rule, i.e., it is only
successful if one of its boundary segments has suf-

ficient mobility and a sufficiently large net driving

force to move.

2.5. Grain boundary input parameters for the

simulations

The IF steel investigated is characterized by
1810 K for the melting point; 2.480 Å for the Bur-

gers vector at 300 K; 15 · 10�6 K�1 for the ther-

mal dilatation coefficient; 69.2 GPa for the shear

modulus at 300 K; 0.015 GPa/K for the thermal

stiffness dilatation coefficient of the shear modulus;

and a Poisson coefficient of 0.3. The grain bound-

ary mobility data used for large angle interfaces in

the current simulations are taken from experi-
ments on Fe–Si specimens [37–39], namely,

97.48 · 10�2 m3/N s for the pre-exponential factor
of the mobility and 3.9 eV for the energy of activa-

tion of the grain boundary mobility. These values

are applied for large angle grain boundaries irre-

spective of their boundary plane normal. The

dependence of the grain boundary mobility on

the orientation difference of the neighboring grains
as used in this study is given by

mðhÞ ¼ 0:9
1

1þ exp½ð�2Þ 	 ðh � 15Þ


� �� �
þ 1 ð5Þ

For the grain boundary energy and its depen-

dence on the misorientation angle we use the

Read-Shockley approximation for angles below

15� [31]

c ¼ cHAGB
h

hHAGB
1� ln h

hHAGB

� �� �
ð6Þ
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where cHAGB is the high angle grain boundary spe-
cific energy, h the misorientation angle and hHAGB
is the transition limit to the high angle grain

boundary regime which is described by a grain

boundary energy of 0.79 J/m2.

2.6. Stored energy input data for the simulations

Several authors have suggested approaches to

estimate the stored deformation energy in rolled

steel sheets from EBSD data. Choi et al. [40,41]

have recently discussed three different methods.

The first one uses the Kikuchi pattern quality of
the EBSD data. The authors suggest, that this

parameter can be related to the dislocations den-

sity. They assume that a high magnitude of the im-

age quality corresponds to a small value of the

stored deformation energy. The authors suggest

that the stored energy for each cell, Ei, can be ex-

pressed as being proportional to the image quality

distribution for each measured point, Ii, according
to the relation

Ei / I i ¼ 10 1� Qi � Qmin
Qmax � Qmin

� �
ð7Þ

where Qi is the image quality at the measured

point I, and Qmax and Qmin are the maximum

and minimum values of the image quality at that

point, respectively. The factor is chosen to obtain

values between 0 and 10 MPa for the driving force.

The dislocation density for each cell qi can then be
evaluated by using

qi /
2I i
Gb2

¼ 2	 10
7

Gb2
1� Qi � Qmin

Qmax � Qmin

� �
ð8Þ

where G is the shear modulus and b the Burgers

vector. It is obvious though that this method is af-

fected by experimental details such as specimen

preparation and contamination effects.

The second method described in [40,41] uses the

Taylor model. In this approach it is suggested that

the stored deformation energy of each cell can be

related to the Taylor factor, Mi, which is the sum
of crystallographic shear for an imposed von

Mises strain step. The authors discuss that cells

which have a small Taylor factor correspond to

areas with a high deformation potential, and thus

to areas with a high stored deformation energy. In
our view this evaluation method has two draw-

backs: First, the method cannot properly capture

the inhomogeneity of the deformation [42]. Sec-

ond, the Taylor factor alone only gives an image

of the current deformation state and does not con-
sider the deformation history. It is clear, however,

that the accumulation of the stored energy during

a deformation path is determined not only by the

final Taylor factor but by the path that the Taylor

factor takes during grain rotation in the course of

deformation.

The third method discussed by the authors

[40,41] is based on the subgrain substructure.
When assuming that the dislocation substructure

can be simplified in form of circular subgrains of

radius r and a subgrain boundary energy of c,
the stored energy is given by

Si ¼ a
c
2r

ð9Þ

where a is a geometric constant equal to 3.
For the simulations conducted in this study the

dislocation density is evaluated with the help of the

first method as described by Eqs. (7) and (8). In or-

der to normalize the values provided by this ap-

proach a new factor is introduced in order to

obtain a reference value for the maximum occur-

ring dislocation density. This value can be deter-
mined with the help of the tensile stress

according to the equation

Rm � 1
2
MGb

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qmax

p ð10Þ

where Rm is the tensile strength,M the Taylor fac-

tor, G the shear modulus, b the Burgers vector, and
qmax the corresponding reference value of the
dislocation density. According to this method the

maximum occurring dislocation density amounts

to 4.7 · 1015 m�2. The so determined distribution

of the stored dislocation density in the starting

microstructure is given in Fig. 2.

2.7. Processing details, mesh parameters, and

simulated temperature

The cellular automaton model is applied to a Ti

stabilized interstitial free (IF) steel sheet. The steel

slab was after continuous casting reheated at

about 1500 K in a walking beam furnace and



Fig. 2. Distribution of the evaluated dislocation density in the

investigated area. The maximum occurring dislocation density

is equal to 470 · 1013 m�2.
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subsequently hot-rolled completely in the austen-

itic range, i.e., above the Ar3 temperature. The

subsequent transformation to ferrite during cool-

ing results in a homogeneous, nearly random crys-

tallographic texture through the specimen

thickness. The hot band thickness prior to cold

rolling was 3 mm. After hot rolling the specimen
was cold rolled to an engineering strain of 75%

(e = Dd/d0, where Dd is the thickness reduction
and d0 the starting thickness). The heat treatment

simulations were conducted under the assumption

of isothermal conditions at a temperature of

1000 K. The cell size of the cellular automaton,

km, was chosen as 0.1 lm according to the step size
of the underlying EBSD measurements.

2.8. Characterization of the starting microstructure

(as cold-rolled)

EBSD measurements were carried out on the as

cold rolled sample in longitudinal sections (Fig. 3).

The cold rolling texture exhibits a strong a-fiber
(texture components with a common crystallo-
graphic h110i axis parallel to the rolling direction)
and a relatively weak c-fiber (texture components
with a common crystallographic h111i axis paral-
lel to the sheet normal) [2,6,9]. In the cold rolled

specimen used for the current simulations (Fig.

3) about 45% of the investigated area consists of

a-fiber orientations (yellow), whereas only 25%
can be assigned to the c-fiber (green).
The maps reveal three different types of micro-

structure. Inside the a-fiber grains only a few sub-
grain boundaries appear, i.e., misorientations

between neighboring EBSD points (point-to-

point) are always below 2�, but the total accumu-
lated orientation difference may continuously

increase up to 7� over a distance of 5 lm (point-
to-origin). In the c-fiber areas, subgrain structures
can be seen which are confined by low angle grain

boundaries with misorientations between 2� and
15�.
In the c-fiber grains a large frequency of sub-

grains with an average diameter of 1 lm is visible.
These are in part surrounded by high angle grain

boundaries. The dislocation density distribution

as determined by using Eqs. (7) and (8) is clearly

different for the two texture fibers. Deformation

bands and c-fiber areas are characterized by a high
dislocation density. On the contrary, the a-fiber
oriented regions reveal a smaller dislocation den-

sity. The measured area used for the simulations
had a size of 40 lm · 13.6 lm (Fig. 4).
3. Simulation results and discussion

3.1. Simulation of primary recrystallization without

Zener effect using different nucleation criteria

In order to identify reference microstructures

for the simulations with particles we first con-

ducted some calculations without including parti-

cle drag. The characteristic time step for these

simulations, Dt, amounts to 0.54 s and the grid at-
tack frequency, mmin0 , to 1.85 s. The chosen sample
area is mapped by using 400 · 136 automaton
cells. Figs. 5–7 show simulated microstructures
for three different site-saturated nucleation criteria

(no particle pinning), Table 1.

The orientation map on the left-hand side of

Figs. 5–7 is coded as orientation difference be-

tween the local orientation and the cube orienta-

tion (u1 = 0�, U = 0�, u2 = 0�). The maps on the
right-hand side show the stored dislocation den-

sity. Highest dislocation densities are colored in
red. Blue regions have the lowest stored disloca-

tion densities. The gray areas are recrystallized,

i.e., they do not carry any further driving force.



Fig. 3. EBSD measurements of a cold rolled IF steel sample: (a) inverse pole figure map with reference to the normal direction, (b)

orientations close to the a-fiber (yellow) and to the c-fiber (green) (including orientations with a maximum deviation of 15�), (c) image
quality map which serves as a measure for the stored dislocation density (red = high, blue = low).
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Fig. 4. EBSD measurements of the selected sample area: (a) crystal orientation using the cube orientation as a reference orientation,

(b) inverse pole figure map in reference to the sheet normal direction, (c) a-fiber (yellow) and c-fiber (green), (d) image quality as
measure of the dislocation density (red = high, blue = low) according to Eqs. (7) and (8) (high angle grain boundaries are marked with

thin black lines).
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The black lines in both types of maps indicate
large angle grain boundaries with misorientations

above 15�.
The different maps, especially for nucleation

criterion A (Table 1, Fig. 5), reveal that nucleation

is particularly localized inside the deformation

bands which are areas with high accumulated

local dislocation densities. These highly deformed

areas recrystallize with a grain size of about 1–
2 lm. Less deformed areas exhibit a very small
density of nuclei and are the last regions to be
completely swept by recrystallization. Results

obtained for nucleation criterion B also reveal

strong nucleation clusters in areas with high dislo-

cation densities (Table 1, Fig. 6). The average

recrystallized grain size inside these clusters is be-

tween 2 and 3 lm. Cluster phenomena tend to dis-
appear for higher threshold values, as shown

exemplarily for nucleation criterion C, Table 1
(Fig. 7).



Fig. 5. Simulation results obtained for nucleation model A without particle drag (see Table 1). Recrystallization microstructures after

30, 65 and 99 vol.%. Left-hand side: crystal orientation using the cube orientation as reference. Right-hand side: dislocation density

(red = high, blue = low) (high angle grain boundaries are marked with thin black lines); see color codes in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. Simulation results obtained for nucleation model B without particle drag (see Table 1). Recrystallization microstructures at 30,

65 and 99 vol.%. Left-hand side: crystal orientation using the cube orientation as reference. Right-hand side: dislocation density

(red = high, blue = low) (high angle grain boundaries are marked with thin black lines); see color codes in Fig. 4.
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It is an important topological result of these

simulations that two kinds of nuclei can be ob-
served. As prescribed by the model, nucleation

takes place in areas with a large stored dislocation



Fig. 7. Simulation results obtained for nucleation model C without particle drag (see Table 1). Recrystallization microstructures at 30,

65 and 99 vol.%. Left-hand side: crystal orientation using the cube orientation as reference. Right-hand side: dislocation density

(red = high, blue = low) (high angle grain boundaries are marked with thin black lines); see color codes in Fig. 4.

Table 1

Conditions for spontaneous nucleation

Nucleation

model

Nucleation criterion Recrystallized volume

fraction at t = 0 s

A (Fig. 5) Cells with a dislocation density above 70% of the occurring maximum value

undergo spontaneous recrystallization at t = 0 s (critical value: 329 · 1013 m�2)

�30% (16,451 cells)

B (Fig. 6) Cells with a dislocation density above 80% of the occurring maximum value

undergo spontaneous recrystallization at t = 0 s (critical value: 376 · 1013 m�2)

�10% (5272 cells)

C (Fig. 7) Cells with a dislocation density above 90% of the occurring maximum value

undergo spontaneous recrystallization at t = 0 s (critical value: 423 · 1013 m�2)

�0.5% (256 cells)
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density above some critical threshold value. This

means that the mechanical instability criterion

which is a prerequisite for successful nucleation

is automatically fulfilled for the spontaneously

transformed cells, except for those which are them-

selves entirely surrounded by nuclei. Such cases

represent trivial solutions of nucleation clustering.

It occurs if a certain number of neighboring cells
all fulfill independently at t = 0 s the condition of

a critical dislocation density for nucleation (see

values in Table 1).

However, according to the kinetic instability

criterion which is included in the model in the form
of the scaled mobility equation, spontaneously

generated nuclei cannot grow if their grain bound-

ary to the neighboring cell does not have sufficient

mobility. Hence, the nuclei which are artificially

formed at t = 0 s in the form of potential nuclei

as described in Table 1 can only be considered as

successful nuclei when the neighbor conditions

described are met.
Numerous examples of such potential nuclei can

be found inside less deformed areas, whereas the

highest density of successful nuclei, which can

freely expand after their spontaneous formation

at the incipient stage of the simulation, are located



Fig. 8. Kinetics and Avrami coefficients of the recrystallization

simulations shown in Figs. 5–7.
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inside or close to in-grain deformation bands or in

the vicinity of former grain boundaries. It is

important to note that most potential nuclei which

are formed at the beginning of recrystallization

turn out to be also successful nuclei. This means
that their neighbor cells are first, typically not

themselves recrystallized (hence, sufficient local

gradients in the dislocation density occur between

neighbor cells) and second, that they form highly

mobile large angle grain boundaries with their

neighbor cells.

Another important observation is that the simu-

lated specimen undergoes only partial recrystalliza-
tion to about 99 vol.%. The corresponding

mappings (Figs. 5–7) reveal two types of areas

which remain unrecrystallized. The first type is

indicated by the blue residual areas (indicating a

small value of the stored dislocation density). These

areas are mostly surrounded by large angle grain

boundaries. This means that they could in principle

be swept by expanding neighbor grains, but the
driving forces are obviously so small that further

progress of recrystallization is very slow compared

to the characteristic grid attack frequency. This

phenomenon can be referred to as thermodynamic

decrease of the recrystallization tendency.

The second even more interesting type of unre-

crystallized areas are some small red microstruc-

ture islands which have a sufficiently high driving
force but which are surrounded by grain bound-

aries with a very small mobility. This phenomenon

can be referred to as kinetic decrease of the recrys-

tallization tendency. It is also referred to as orien-

tation pinning. The red islands seems to be

preferentially located in the deformation bands.

The kinetics of the recrystallization simulation

can for the three simulations be analyzed in terms
of the Avrami–Johnson–Mehl–Kolmogorov equa-

tion (JMAK) for statistical isotropic expansion of

spheres,

X ¼ 1� exp � t
tR

� �n� �
ð11Þ

where X is the recrystallized volume or area frac-

tion, t the time, tR the recrystallization (reference)

time and n the Avrami coefficient. Site saturated

2D simulations of primary recrystallization have
an Avrami coefficient equal to 2. Fig. 8 shows
the results obtained from such kinetic analysis

for the three different simulations. All show a sub-

stantial deviation from the typical JMAK-type

growth kinetics. All curves exhibit a flattened

shape when compared with the analytical equa-
tion. Also, all three simulations show Avrami coef-

ficients below the theoretical 2D JMAK value of 2.

The lower the dislocation density threshold value

for nucleation is (Table 1), the larger is the devia-

tion from the JMAK solution.

Several reasons are conceivable to explain this

deviation: Firstly, nucleation is not homogeneous

in the present case, but it is concentrated in areas
with a large stored dislocation density. This means

that the new nuclei impinge upon each other and

compete at a very early stage of recrystallization

unlike than in the JMAK model which makes

a homogeneous assumption about the spatial



Fig. 9. Kinetics of recrystallization simulations with different

particle volume fractions; classical Zener pinning assumed on

the inherited grain boundaries.
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distribution of the nucleation sites. When the

threshold value (dislocation density above which

spontaneous nucleation occurs) becomes higher,

nucleation clustering effects become more attenu-

ated and recrystallization tends to follow the
JMAK model. Secondly, the JMAK theory does

not consider a heterogeneous distribution of the

driving force and of the grain boundary mobility.

The heterogeneous spectrum of these quantities

as encountered in the starting configuration of

the cellular automaton model will, on average,

slow down the kinetics of recrystallization when

compared to the JMAK owing to correlation ef-
fects. Finally, the discrete (cell) structure of the

automaton algorithm also plays a role for the ob-

served deviation. While the analytical model as-

sumes a vanishing volume for freshly generated

nuclei, the cellular automaton must assign at least

one cell to each new nucleus. The predicted recrys-

tallization time (around 50–100 s) is in good

accord with the experimental values.

3.2. Simulation results of primary recrystallization

considering Zener effects

The following simulations have been conducted

using nucleation criterion B (80% of the maximum

occurring dislocation density as a threshold value,

see Table 1). Two models have been used for the
implementation of particle pinning, namely, the

classical Zener description, pr = � 1.5cf/r and a
modified Zener model, pr = �2.6c f 0.92/r (see de-

tails in Section 2). Since the particle radius is used

as a constant (500 Å), simulations have been car-

ried out with different magnitudes of the particle

volume fraction.

The first step of the simulation study is to deter-
mine for which minimum value of the volume–par-

ticle radius ratio (f/r ratio) the recrystallization is

stopped by the presence of particles. This ratio is

identified by conducting an Avrami analysis for

all simulations for different volume–radius ratios

between 0 and 8 lm�1 (Fig. 9). Fig. 10 shows some

selected simulated microstructures for different

particle volume fractions.
According to the values of the f/r ratio, three

different recrystallization regimes can be observed.

The first regime can be identified for values below
5.7 lm�1. In this range the sample recrystallizes

completely. This means that the pinning forces ex-

erted by the particles residing on the inherited

grain boundaries are overcome by the local driving

forces. When compared with the corresponding

recrystallization simulations which were con-

ducted without particle drag effects, the recrystalli-
zation observed in the current case is retarded but

it is not suppressed.

The second regime can be identified for values

larger than 5.9 lm�1. In this case the primary

recrystallization stops after sweeping about 65%

of the sample volume. The final microstructure

reveals a number of unrecrystallized regions.

The third regime can be identified for intermedi-
ate values between 5.7 and 5.9 lm�1. In this range

the recrystallization exhibits a transition regime.

The occurrence of such a behavior is due to the



Fig. 10. Set of final simulated microstructures for different values of the precipitated volume fractions, f, of 28%, 29% and 30% (from

top to bottom). The nucleation criterion was that all cells with a dislocation density above 80% of the occurring maximum value

undergo spontaneous recrystallization at t = 0 s (>376 · 1013 m�2) (see criterion B in Table 1); classical Zener pinning.
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fact that most portions of the recrystallization
front are successfully pinned by the particles.

However, locally the particle pinning forces are

overcome so that recrystallization expands rapidly

further in those areas. This transition or two-stage

recrystallization behavior could be termed percola-

tion recrystallization regime. In such cases those lo-

cal sites, where single grains can overcome the

pinning force, assume the role of a nucleus which
percolates across grain boundaries if the pinning

forces are weak or the local driving force is very

high. Since only a few such sites occur, the final

grain sizes can become quite large in such cases.

The transition regime occurs within a relatively

sharp interval of the f/r values. This means that

the driving forces occurring locally at the recrystal-

lization front encounter particles which, on aver-
age, impose a drag force of almost the same

magnitude. This average magnitude amounts to

about 7 MPa for the present case, i.e., particle pin-

ning forces must exceed this average value in order

to completely suppress primary static recrystalliza-

tion everywhere in the system.

Fig. 11 shows the evolution of the a- and c-tex-
ture fibers during the simulated annealing treat-
ment for different f/r ratios. The a-fiber is a
typical cold rolling fiber for IF steels. It collects tex-

ture components with a common crystallographic

h110i axis parallel to the rolling direction. The c-
fiber is a typical annealing fiber. It presents texture

components with a common crystallographic

h111i axis parallel to the sheet normal) [2,3].
The data show that for f/r ratios below

5.7 lm�1 the evolution of both, a-fiber and c-fiber,
is in good accord with the texture evolution typi-

cally observed for low-carbon steels, i.e., the c-
fiber increases and the components on the a-fiber
decrease. A special feature of these simulations is

the relatively late increase of the c-fiber. Until a
recrystallized volume fraction of 50% is reached,

the c-fiber orientations remain approximately con-
stant at about 13 vol.%. After that it drops rapidly
as a function of time.

For f/r ratios between 5.7 and 5.9 lm�1 the evo-

lution of the a- and c-fiber texture components is
reversed at the beginning of recrystallization. With

an increasing progress of recrystallization, how-

ever, the c-fiber orientations become quite strong
corresponding to a pronounced drop of the orien-

tations on the a-fiber.



Fig. 11. Evolution of the a- and c-fiber orientations during the
simulated annealing under consideration of particle drag for

different ratios of the volume fraction and particle radius, f/r.
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For f/r ratios larger than 5.9 lm�1 the same re-

versed trend as found between 5.7 and 5.9 lm�1 is

observed. However, no increase in the c-fiber oc-
curs before the recrystallization ceases to proceed.
Consequently, after a recrystallized volume frac-

tion of 50% the a-fiber still dominates the texture.
The results obtained for the predictions which

were conducted by using the Zener–Friedel instead

of the classical Zener model are very similar to the

data shown above. When using the same starting

configurations as for the Zener calculations, espe-

cially the same assumed particle radius of 0.05 lm,
the transition regime occurs for a particle volume

fraction between 14% and 15%. This is consistent

with the analytical result for the critical volume

fraction associated with the Friedel–Zener pinning

force, fFZ.
3

2
c
fZ
r
¼ 2:6c f

0:92
FZ

r
() fFZ

¼ exp lnð0:58f ZÞ
0:92

� �
; i:e:; f FZ � 0:141

ð12Þ
4. Conclusions

We used a cellular automaton model for the sim-

ulation of the recrystallization texture of an 80%

cold rolled interstitial free (IF) steel with and with-
out consideration of particles on the inherited grain

boundaries. The model was applied to experimen-

tally obtained high resolution EBSD data. Depend-

ing on the ratio of the precipitated volume fraction

and the average radius of the particles, f/r, the sim-

ulations revealed three different regimes for the

influence of particle pinning on the resulting micro-

structures, kinetics and textures. The first regime
which occurred for small values of the f/r ratio on

the former grain boundaries was characterized by

complete, though retarded recrystallization. The

second regime which occurred for intermediate val-

ues of the f/r ratio on the former grain boundaries

was characterized by a partially suppressed pro-

gress of recrystallization. The third regime which

occurred for large values of the f/r ratio on the for-
mer grain boundaries was characterized by a ki-

netic transition, i.e., most of the recrystallization

front was successfully pinned by particles except

for some small areas where recrystallization could

percolate into neighboring grains. This regime,

therefore, revealed a two-stage recrystallization

behavior which was be referred to as percolation

recrystallization.
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■ Abstract The paper is about cellular automaton models in materials science. It
gives an introduction to the fundamentals of cellular automata and reviews applications,
particularly for those that predict recrystallization phenomena. Cellular automata for
recrystallization are typically discrete in time, physical space, and orientation space and
often use quantities such as dislocation density and crystal orientation as state variables.
Cellular automata can be defined on a regular or nonregular two- or three-dimensional
lattice considering the first, second, and third neighbor shell for the calculation of
the local driving forces. The kinetic transformation rules are usually formulated to
map a linearized symmetric rate equation for sharp grain boundary segment motion.
While deterministic cellular automata directly perform cell switches by sweeping the
corresponding set of neighbor cells in accord with the underlying rate equation, prob-
abilistic cellular automata calculate the switching probability of each lattice point and
make the actual decision about a switching event by evaluating the local switching
probability using a Monte Carlo step. Switches are in a cellular automaton algorithm
generally performed as a function of the previous state of a lattice point and the state
of the neighboring lattice points. The transformation rules can be scaled in terms of
time and space using, for instance, the ratio of the local and the maximum possible
grain boundary mobility, the local crystallographic texture, the ratio of the local and
the maximum-occurring driving forces, or appropriate scaling measures derived from
a real initial specimen. The cell state update in a cellular automaton is made in syn-
chrony for all cells. The review deals, in particular, with the prediction of the kinetics,
microstructure, and texture of recrystallization. Couplings between cellular automata
and crystal plasticity finite element models are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION TO CELLULAR AUTOMATA

Basic Setup of Cellular Automata

Cellular automata are algorithms that describe the discrete spatial and tempo-
ral evolution of complex systems by applying local (or sometimes long-range)

0084-6600/02/0801-0053$14.00 53
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deterministic or probabilistic transformation rules to the cells of a regular (or
nonregular) lattice.

The space variable in cellular automata usually stands for real space, but orien-
tation space, momentum space, or wave vector space can be used as well. Cellular
automata can have arbitrary dimensions. Space is defined on a regular array of lat-
tice points that can be regarded as the nodes of a finite difference field. The lattice
maps the elementary system entities that are regarded as relevant to the model under
investigation. The individual lattice points can represent continuum volume units,
atomic particles, lattice defects, or colors depending on the underlying model. The
state of each lattice point is characterized in terms of a set of generalized state
variables. These could be dimensionless numbers, particle densities, lattice defect
quantities, crystal orientation, particle velocity, blood pressure, animal species, or
any other quantity the model requires. The actual values of these state variables are
defined at each of the individual lattice points. Each point assumes one out of a finite
set of possible discrete states. The opening state of the automaton, which can be de-
rived from experiment (for instance from a microtexture experiment) or theory (for
instance from crystal plasticity finite element simulations), is defined by mapping
the initial distribution of the values of the chosen state variables onto the lattice.

The dynamical evolution of the automaton takes place through the application
of deterministic or probabilistic transformation rules (also referred to as switching
rules) that act on the state of each lattice point. These rules determine the state of a
lattice point as a function of its previous state and the state of the neighboring sites.
The number, arrangement, and range of the neighbor sites used by the transforma-
tion rule for calculating a state switch determine the range of the interaction and
the local shape of the areas that evolve. Cellular automata work in discrete time
steps. After each time interval, the values of the state variables are updated for all
lattice points in synchrony, mapping the new (or unchanged) values assigned to
them through the transformation rule.

Owing to these features, cellular automata provide a discrete method of simu-
lating the evolution of complex dynamical systems that contain large numbers of
similar components on the basis of their local (or long-range) interactions. Cellular
automata do not have restrictions in the type of elementary entities or transforma-
tion rules employed. They can map such different situations as the distribution of
the values of state variables in a simple finite difference simulation, the colors in
a blending algorithm, the elements of fuzzy sets, or elementary growth and decay
processes of cells. For instance, the Pascal triangle, which can be used to calculate
higher-order binominal coefficients or the Fibonaccy numbers, can be regarded as
a one-dimensional cellular automaton in which the value that is assigned to each
site of a regular triangular lattice is calculated through the summation of the two
numbers above it. In this case, the entities of the automaton are dimensionless
integer numbers and the transformation rule is a summation.

Cellular automata were introduced by von Neumann (1) for the simulation of
self-reproducing Turing automata and population evolution. In his early contribu-
tions, von Neumann denoted the automata as cellular spaces (1). Other authors used
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notions like tessellation automata, homogeneous structures, tessellation structures,
or iterative arrays. Later applications were mainly in the field of describing non-
linear dynamic behavior of fluids and reaction-diffusion systems. During the past
decade, cellular automata have increasingly gained momentum for the simulation
of microstructure evolution in the materials sciences.

Formal Description and Classes of Cellular Automata

The local interaction of neighboring lattice sites in a cellular automaton is specified
through a set of transformation (switching) rules. Although von Neumann’s origi-
nal automata were designed with deterministic transformation rules, probabilistic
transformations are conceivable as well. The value of an arbitrary state variableξ

assigned to a particular lattice site at a time (t0+1t) is determined by its present
state (t0) (or its last few statest0, t0−1t, etc.) and the state of its neighbors (1–4).

Considering the last two time steps for the evolution of a one-dimensional
cellular automaton, this can be put formally by writingξ t0+1t

j = f (ξ t0−1t
j−1 , ξ

t0−1t
j ,

ξ
t0−1t
j+1 , ξ

t0
j−1, ξ

t0
j , ξ

t0
j+1), whereξ t0

j indicates the value of the variable at a timet0 at
the nodej. The positions (j+ 1) and (j− 1) indicate the nodes in the immediate
neighborhood of positionj (for one dimension). The functionf specifies the set
of transformation rules, for instance such as provided by standard discrete finite
difference algorithms.

If the state of the node depends only on its nearest neighbors (NN), the array is
referred to as von Neumann neighboring (Figure 1a). If both the NN and the next-
nearest neighbors (NNN) determine the ensuing state of the node, the array is called

Figure 1 (a) Example of a two-dimensional von Neumann configuration consi-
dering nearest neighbors. (b) Example of a two-dimensional Moore configuration
considering both nearest and next-nearest neighbors.
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Moore neighboring (Figure 1b) (2). Owing to the discretization of space, the type
of neighboring affects the local transformation rates and the evolving morpholo-
gies (1–4). For the Moore and other extended configurations, for which a certain
medium-range interaction can be introduced among the sites, the transformation
rule can in one dimension and for interaction with the last two time steps be rewrit-
ten asξ t0+1t

j = f (ξ t0−1t
j−n , ξ

t0−1t
j−n+1, . . . , ξ

t0−1t
j−1 , ξ

t0−1t
j , ξ

t0−1t
j+1 , ξ

t0
j−1, ξ

t0
j , ξ

t0
j+1, . . . ,

ξ
t0
j+n−1, ξ

t0
j+n), wheren indicates the range of the transformation rule in units of

lattice cells.
Even for very simple automata there exists an enormous variety of possi-

ble transformation rules. For instance, for a one-dimensional cellular automaton
(Boolean, von Neumann neighboring), where each node can have one of two pos-
sible ground states, sayξ j= 1 or ξ j= 0, the transformation rule assumes the form
ξ

t0+1t
j = f (ξ t0

j−1, ξ
t0
j , ξ

t0
j+1). This simple Boolean configuration defines 28 possible

transformation rules. One of them has the form

if
(
ξ

t0
j−1 = 1, ξ t0

j = 1, ξ t0
j+1 = 1

)
then ξ

t0+1t
j = 0 (1, 1, 1)→ 0

if
(
ξ

t0
j−1 = 1, ξ t0

j = 1, ξ t0
j+1 = 0

)
then ξ

t0+1t
j = 1 (1, 1, 0)→ 1

if
(
ξ

t0
j−1 = 1, ξ t0

j = 0, ξ t0
j+1 = 1

)
then ξ

t0+1t
j = 0 (1, 0, 1)→ 0

if
(
ξ

t0
j−1 = 1, ξ t0

j = 0, ξ t0
j+1 = 0

)
then ξ

t0+1t
j = 1 (1, 0, 0)→ 1

if
(
ξ

t0
j−1 = 0, ξ t0

j = 1, ξ t0
j+1 = 1

)
then ξ

t0+1t
j = 1 (0, 1, 1)→ 1

if
(
ξ

t0
j−1 = 0, ξ t0

j = 1, ξ t0
j+1 = 0

)
then ξ

t0+1t
j = 0 (0, 1, 0)→ 0

if
(
ξ

t0
j−1 = 0, ξ t0

j = 0, ξ t0
j+1 = 1

)
then ξ

t0+1t
j = 1 (0, 0, 1)→ 1

if
(
ξ

t0
j−1 = 0, ξ t0

j = 0, ξ t0
j+1 = 0

)
then ξ

t0+1t
j = 0 (0, 0, 0)→ 0

This particular transformation rule can be encoded by (01011010)2, where the
digits in brackets indicate the right-hand side of the table given above, and theξ

indicates the Boolean description. Its digital description is, of course, only valid for
a given arrangement of the corresponding basis. This order is commonly chosen as
a decimal row with decreasing value, i.e., (1, 1, 1) translates to 111 (one hundred
eleven), (1, 1, 0) to 110 (one hundred ten), and so on. Transforming the binary
code into decimal numbers using

27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20

0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0

leads to the decimal code number 9010. The digital coding system is commonly
used for compactly describing transformation rules for cellular automata in the
literature (2–4).

In general terms the number of rules can be calculated byk(kn), wherek is the
number of states for the cell andn is the number of neighbors including the core cell.
For a two-dimensional automaton with a Moore neighborhood and two possible
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cell states (i.e.,k= 2 and n= 9) 229= 262144 different transformation rules
exist.

If the state of a node is determined by the sum of the neighbor site values, the
model is referred to as a totalistic cellular automaton. If the state of a node has a
separate dependence on the state itself and on the sum of the values taken by the
variables of the neighbors, the model is referred to as an outer totalistic cellular
automaton (2–6).

Cellular automata fall into four basic classes of behavior (2–4) (for almost any
initial configuration). Class 1 cellular automata evolve after a finite number of
time steps to a homogeneous and unique state from which they do not evolve fur-
ther. Cellular automata in this class exhibit the maximal possible order both at the
global and local scale. The geometrical analogy for this class is a limit point in the
corresponding phase space. Class 2 cellular automata usually create short period
patterns that repeat periodically, typically either recurring after small periods or are
stable. Local and global order exhibited is in such automata, although not maximal.
Class 2 automata can be interpreted as filters that derive the essence from discrete
data sets for a given set of transformation rules. In phase space such systems form a
limit cycle. Class 3 cellular automata lead from almost all possible initial states to
aperiodic chaotic patterns. The statistical properties of these patterns and the statis-
tical properties of the starting patterns are almost identical at least after a sufficient
period of time. The patterns created by class 3 automata are usually self-similar
fractal arrays. After sufficiently many time steps, the statistical properties of these
patterns are typically the same for almost all initial configurations. Geometrically,
class 3 automata form so-called strange attractors in phase space. Class 3 is the
most frequent type of cellular automata. With increasing size of the neighborhood
and increasing number of possible cell states, the probability to design a class 3
automaton increases for an arbitrary selected rule. Cellular automata in this class
can exhibit maximal disorder on both global and local scales. Class 4 cellular
automata yield stable, periodic, and propagating structures that can persist over ar-
bitrary lengths of time. Some class 4 automata dissolve after a finite number of steps
of time, i.e., the state of all cells becomes zero. In some class 4 automata a small set
of stable periodic figures can occur [such as for instance in Conway’s “game of life”
(5)]. By properly arranging these propagating structures, final states with any cy-
cle length may be obtained. Class 4 automata show a high degree of irreversibility
in their time development. They usually reveal more complex behavior and very
long transient lengths, having no direct analogue in the field of dynamical systems.
The cellular automata in this class can exhibit significant local (not global) order.

These introductory remarks show that the cellular automaton concept is defined
in a very general and versatile way. Cellular automata can be regarded as a gener-
alization of discrete calculation methods (1, 2). Their flexibility is due to the fact
that, in addition to the use of crisp mathematical expressions as variables and dis-
cretized differential equations as transformation rules, automata can incorporate
practically any kind of element or rule that is deemed relevant.
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APPLICATION OF CELLULAR AUTOMATA
IN MATERIALS SCIENCE

Transforming the abstract rules and properties of general cellular automata into
a materials-related simulation concept consists of mapping the values of relevant
state variables onto the points of a cellular automaton lattice and using the local
finite difference formulations of the partial differential equations of the underly-
ing model as local transformation rules. The particular versatility of the cellu-
lar automaton approach for microstructure simulations, particularly in the fields
of recrystallization, grain growth, and phase transformation phenomena, is due
to its flexibility in considering a large variety of state variables and transforma-
tion laws.

The design of such time and space discretized simulations of materials mi-
crostructures, which track kinetics and energies in a local fashion, are of interest
for two reasons. First, from a fundamental standpoint, it is desirable to understand
better the dynamics and the topology of microstructures that arise from the inter-
action of large numbers of lattice defects, which are characterized by a spectrum of
intrinsic properties and interactions in spatially heterogeneous materials. For in-
stance, in the fields of recrystallization and grain growth, the influence of local grain
boundary characteristics (mobility, energy), local driving forces, and local crystal-
lographic textures on the final microstructure is of particular interest. Second, from
a practical point of view, it is desirable to predict microstructure parameters such
as grain size or texture that determine the mechanical and physical properties of
real materials subjected to industrial processes from a phenomenological, though
sound, physical basis.

Apart from cellular automata, a number of excellent models for discretely simu-
lating recrystallization and grain growth phenomena have been suggested. They
can be grouped as multistate kinetic Potts Monte Carlo models, topological bound-
ary dynamics and front-tracking models, and Ginzburg-Landau type phase field
kinetic models [see overview in (6)]. However, compared with these approaches,
the strength of scaleable kinetic cellular automata is such that they combine the
computational simplicity and scalability of a switching model with the physical
stringency of a boundary dynamics model. Their objective lies in providing a
numerically efficient and at the same time phenomenologically sound method of
discretely simulating recrystallization and grain growth phenomena. As far as com-
putational aspects are concerned, cellular automata can be designed to minimize
calculation time and reduce code complexity in terms of storage and algorithm.
As far as microstructure physics is concerned, they can be designed to provide
kinetics, texture, and microstructure on a real space and time scale on the basis
of realistic or experimental input data for microtexture, grain boundary charac-
teristics, and local driving forces. The possible incorporation of realistic values,
particularly for grain boundary energies and mobilities, deserves particular atten-
tion because such experimental data are increasingly available, enabling one to
make quantitative predictions.
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Cellular automaton simulations are often carried out at an elementary level
using atoms, clusters of atoms, dislocation segments, or small crystalline or con-
tinuum elements as underlying units. It should be emphasized in particular that
those variants that discretize and map microstructure in continuum space are not
intrinsically calibrated by a characteristic physical length or timescale. This means
that a cellular automaton simulation of continuum systems requires the definition
of elementary units and transformation rules that adequately reflect the system
behavior at the level addressed. If some of the transformation rules refer to differ-
ent real timescales (e.g., recrystallization and recovery, bulk diffusion and grain
boundary diffusion) it is essential to achieve a correct common scaling of the
entire system. The requirement for an adjustment of timescaling among various
rules is due to the fact that the transformation behavior of a cellular automaton is
sometimes determined by noncoupled Boolean routines rather than by the exact
local solutions of coupled differential equations. The same is true when underlying
differential equations with entirely different time scales enter the formulation of a
set of transformation rules. The scaling problem becomes particularly important in
the simulation of nonlinear systems (which applies for most microstructure-based
cellular automata). During the simulation, it can be useful to refine or coarsen
the scale according to the kinetics (time re-scaling) and spatial resolution (space
re-scaling). Because the use of cellular automata is not confined to the microscopic
regime, it provides a convenient numerical means for bridging various space and
timescales in microstructure simulation.

Important fields where microstructure-based cellular automata have been suc-
cessfully used in the materials sciences are primary static recrystallization and
recovery (6–19), formation of dendritic grain structures in solidification processes
(20–26), and related nucleation and coarsening phenomena (27–36). The follow-
ing is devoted to the simulation of primary static recrystallization. For further study
of related microstructural topics, the reader is referred to the references cited above.

EXAMPLE OF A RECRYSTALLIZATION SIMULATION
BY USE OF A PROBABILISTIC CELLULAR AUTOMATON

Lattice Structure and Transformation Rule

The model for the present recrystallization simulation is designed as a cellular
automaton with a probabilistic transformation rule (16–18). Independent variables
are time t and spacex= (x1, x2, x3). Space is discretized into an array of equally
shaped cells (two- or three-dimensional depending on input data). Each cell is
characterized in terms of the dependent variables. These are scalar (mechanical,
electromagnetic) and configurational (interfacial) contributions to the driving force
and the crystal orientationg= g (ϕ1, φ, ϕ2), whereg is the rotation matrix and
ϕ1, φ, ϕ2 the Euler angles. The driving force is the negative change in Gibbs
enthalpyGt per transformed cell. The starting data, i.e., the crystal orientation map
and the spatial distribution of the driving force, can be provided by experiment,
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i.e., orientation imaging microscopy via electron back scatter diffraction, or by
simulation, e.g., a crystal plasticity finite element simulation. Grains or subgrains
are mapped as regions of identical crystal orientation, but the driving force may
vary inside these areas.

The kinetics of the automaton result from changes in the state of the cells (cell
switches). They occur in accord with a switching rule (transformation rule), which
determines the individual switching probability of each cell as a function of its
previous state and the state of its neighbor cells. The switching rule is designed to
map the phenomenology of primary static recrystallization in a physically sound
manner. It reflects that the state of a non-recrystallized cell belonging to a de-
formed grain may change owing to the expansion of a recrystallizing neighbor
grain, which grows according to the local driving force and boundary mobility. If
such an expanding grain sweeps a non-recrystallized cell, the stored dislocation
energy of that cell drops to zero and a new orientation is assigned to it, namely that
of the expanding neighbor grain. To put this formally, the switching rule is cast in
a probabilistic form of a linearized symmetric rate equation, which describes grain
boundary motion in terms of isotropic single-atom diffusion processes perpendic-
ular through a homogeneous planar grain boundary segment under the influence
of a decrease in Gibbs energy,

ẋ = nνDλgbc

{
exp

(
−1G+1Gt/2

kBT

)
− exp

(
−1G−1Gt/2

kBT

)}
, 1.

whereẋ is the grain boundary velocity,νD the Debye frequency,λgb the jump width
through the boundary,c the intrinsic concentration of grain boundary vacancies
or shuffle sources,n the normal of the grain boundary segment,1G the Gibbs
enthalpy of motion through the interface,1Gt the Gibbs enthalpy associated with
the transformation,kB the Boltzmann constant, andT the absolute temperature.
Replacing the jump width by the Burgers vector and the Gibbs enthalpy terms by
the total entropy,1S, and total enthalpy,1H, leads to a linearized form

ẋ ≈ nνDb exp

(
−1S

kB

)
exp

(
−1H

kBT

)(
pV

kBT

)
, 2.

wherep is the driving force andV the atomic volume, which is of the order of b3

(b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector). Summarizing these terms reproduces
Turnbull’s rate expression

ẋ = nmp= nm0 exp

(
− Qgb

kBT

)
p, 3.

wherem is the mobility. These equations provide a well-known kinetic picture of
grain boundary segment motion, where the atomistic processes (including thermal
fluctuations, i.e., random thermal backward and forward jumps) are statistically
described in terms of the pre-exponential factor of the mobilitym0=m0(1g, n)
and of the activation energy of grain boundary mobilityQgb=Qgb(1g, n).
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For dealing with competing switches affecting the same cell, the determinis-
tic rate equation can be replaced by a probabilistic analogue that allows one to
calculate switching probabilities. For this purpose, Equation 3 is separated into a
deterministic part,̇x0, which depends weakly on temperature, and a probabilistic
part,w, which depends strongly on temperature:

ẋ = ẋ0w= n
kBTm0

V

pV

kBT
exp

(
− Qgb

kBT

)
with ẋ0 = n

kBTm0

V
,

w = pV

kBT
exp

(
− Qgb

kBT

)
. 4.

The probability factorw represents the product of the linearized partpV/(kBT)
and the non-linearized part exp[−Qgb/(kBT)] of the original Boltzmann terms.
According to this expression, non-vanishing switching probabilities occur for cells
that reveal neighbors with different orientation and a driving force that points
in their direction. The automaton considers the first, second (two-dimensional),
and third (three-dimensional) neighbor shell for the calculation of the total driving
force acting on a cell. The local value of the switching probability depends on the
crystallographic character of the boundary segment between such unlike cells.

Scaling and Normalization

Microstructure-based cellular automata are usually applied to starting data that
have a spatial resolution far above the atomic scale. This means that the automaton
lattice has a lateral scaling ofλmÀ b, whereλm is the scaling length of the cellular
automaton lattice and b the Burgers vector. If a moving boundary segment sweeps a
cell, the grain thus grows (or shrinks) byλ3

m rather than b3. Because the net velocity
of a boundary segment must be independent of this scaling value ofλm, an increase
in jump width must lead to a corresponding decrease in the grid attack frequency,
i.e., to an increase of the characteristic time step and vice versa. For obtaining
a scale-independent grain boundary velocity, the grid frequency must be chosen
in a way to ensure that the attempted switch of a cell of lengthλm occurs with a
frequency much below the atomic attack frequency, which attempts to switch a
cell of length b. This scaling condition, which is prescribed by an external scaling
lengthλm, leads to the equation

ẋ = ẋ0w= n(λmν)w with ν = kBTm0

Vλm
, 5.

whereν is the eigenfrequency of the chosen lattice characterized by the scaling
lengthλm.

The eigenfrequency represents the attack frequency for one particular grain
boundary with constant mobility. To use a whole spectrum of mobilities and driving
forces in one simulation, it is necessary to normalize the eigenfrequency by a
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common grid attack frequencyν0, yielding

ẋ = ẋ0w= nλmν0

(
ν

ν0

)
w= ˆ̇x0

(
ν

ν0

)
w= ˆ̇x0ŵ. 6.

The value of the attack frequencyν0, which is characteristic of the lattice, can be
calculated by the assumption that the maximum occurring switching probability
cannot be larger than one;

ŵmax= mmax
0 pmax

λmν
min
0

exp

(
−Qmin

gb

kBT

)
≤! 1, 7.

wheremmax
0 is the maximum occurring pre-exponential factor of the mobility,

pmax the maximum possible driving force,νmin
0 the minimum allowed grid attack

frequency, andQmin
gb the minimum occurring activation energy. Witĥwmax = 1,

one obtains the normalization frequency as a function of the upper bound input
data.

νmin
0 = mmax

0 pmax

λm
exp

(
−Qmin

gb

kBT

)
. 8.

This frequency and the local values of the mobility and the driving force lead
to

ŵlocal = mlocal
0 plocal

λmν
min
0

exp

(
−Qlocal

gb

kBT

)

=
(

mlocal
0

mmax
0

)(
plocal

pmax

)
exp

(
−
(
Qlocal

gb − Qmin
gb

)
kBT

)
=
(

mlocalplocal

mmaxpmax

)
. 9.

This expression is the central switching equation of the algorithm. One can
interpret this equation also in terms of the local time t= λm/ẋ, which is required
by a grain boundary with velocitẏx to sweep an automaton cell of sizeλm.

ŵlocal =
(

mlocalplocal

mmaxpmax

)
=
(

ẋlocal

ẋmax

)
=
(

tmax

t local

)
. 10.

Equation 9 shows that the local switching probability can be quantified by the
ratio of the local and the maximum mobilitymlocal/mmax, which is a function of the
grain boundary character and by the ratio of the local and the maximum driving
pressureplocal/pmax. The probability of the fastest occurring boundary segment
(characterized bymlocal

0 =mmax
0 , plocal= pmax, Qlocal

gb =Qmin
gb ) to realize a cell switch

is equal to 1.
Equation 9 shows that an increasing cell size does not influence the switching

probability but only the time step elapsing during an attempted switch. This rela-
tionship is obvious since the volume to be swept becomes larger, which requires
more time. The characteristic time constant of the simulation1t is 1/νmin

0 .
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Although Equation 9 allows one to calculate the switching probability of a cell as
a function of its previous state and the state of the neighbor cells, the actual decision
about a cell switch is made by a Monte Carlo step. The use of random numbers
ensures that all cell switches are sampled according to their proper statistical
weight, i.e., according to the local driving force and mobility between cells. The
simulation proceeds by calculating the individual local switching probabilities
ŵlocal for each cell and evaluating them using a Monte Carlo algorithm. This
means that for each cell the calculated switching probability is compared with a
randomly generated numberr, which lies between 0 and 1. The switch is accepted
if the random number is equal or smaller than the calculated switching probability.
Otherwise the switch is rejected.

Random numberr between 0 and 1


accept switch if r≤

(
mlocalplocal

mmaxpmax

)

reject switch if r>

(
mlocalplocal

mmaxpmax

) . 11.

Except for the probabilistic evaluation of the analytically calculated transfor-
mation probabilities, the approach is entirely deterministic. Thermal fluctuations
other than already included via Turnbull’s rate equation are not permitted. The use
of realistic or even experimental input data for the grain boundaries enables one to
make predictions on a real time and space scale. The switching rule is scalable to
any mesh size and to any spectrum of boundary mobility and driving force data.
The state update of all cells is made in synchrony.

Simulation of Primary Static Recrystallization
and Comparison to Avrami-Type Kinetics

Figure 2 shows the kinetics and three-dimensional microstructures of a recrystal-
lizing aluminum single crystal. The initial deformed crystal had a uniform Goss
orientation (011)[100] and a dislocation density of 1015m−2. The driving force was
from the stored elastic energy provided by the dislocations. In order to compare
the predictions with analytical Avrami kinetics, recovery and driving forces arising
from local boundary curvature were not considered. The simulation used site sat-
urated nucleation conditions, i.e., the nuclei att= 0 s were statistically distributed
in physical space and orientation space. The grid size was 10× 10× 10 µm3.
The cell size was 0.1µm. All grain boundaries had the same mobility using an
activation energy of the grain boundary mobility of 1.3 eV and a pre-exponential
factor of the boundary mobility ofm0= 6.2· 10−6 m3/(N·s) (37). Small angle grain
boundaries had a mobility of zero. The temperature was 800 K. The time constant
of the simulation was 0.35 s.

Figure 3 shows the kinetics for a number of three-dimensional recrystallization
simulations with site-saturated nucleation conditions and identical mobility for
all grain boundaries. The different curves correspond to different initial numbers
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Figure 2 Kinetics and microstructure of recrystallization in a plastically strained
aluminum single crystal. The deformed crystal had a uniform (011)[100] orientation
and a uniform dislocation density of 1015 m−2. Simulation parameter: site-saturated
nucleation; lattice size, 10× 10× 10µm3; cell size, 0.1µm; activation energy of large-
angle grain boundary mobility, 1.3 eV; pre-exponential factor of large-angle boundary
mobility, m0= 6.2· 10−6 m3/(N · s); temperature, 800 K; time constant 0.35 s.

of nuclei. The initial number of nuclei varied between 9624 (pseudo-nucleation
energy of 3.2 eV) and 165 (pseudo-nucleation energy of 6.0 eV). The curves
(Figure 3a) all show a typical Avrami shape, and the logarithmic plots (Figure 3b)
reveal Avrami exponents between 2.86 and 3.13, which is in good accord with
the analytical value of 3.0 for site-saturated conditions. The simulations with a
very high initial density of nuclei reveal a more pronounced deviation of the
Avrami exponent with values around 2.7 during the beginning of recrystallization.
This deviation from the analytical behavior is due to lattice effects: While the
analytical derivation assumes a vanishing volume for newly formed nuclei, the
cellular automaton has to assign one lattice point to each new nucleus.

Figure 4 shows the effect of grain boundary mobility on growth selection.
Whereas in Figure 4a all boundaries have the same mobility, in Figure 4b one
grain boundary has a larger mobility than the others (activation energy of the
mobility of 1.35 eV instead of 1.40 eV) and consequently grew much faster than
the neighboring grains that finally ceased to grow. The grains in this simulation all
grew into a heavily deformed single crystal.
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Figure 3 Kinetics for various three-dimensional recrystallization simulations with
site-saturated nucleation conditions and identical mobility for all grain boundaries. The
different curves correspond to different initial numbers of nuclei. The initial number
of nuclei varied between 9624 (pseudo-nucleation energy of 3.2 eV) and 165 (pseudo-
nucleation energy of 6.0 eV). (a) Avrami diagrams, (b) logarithmic diagrams showing
Avrami exponents between 2.86 and 3.13.
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Figure 4 Effect of grain boundary mobility on growth selection. All grains grow into
a deformed single crystal. (a) All grain boundaries have the same mobility. (b) One
grain boundary has a larger mobility than the others (activation energy of the mobility
of 1.35 eV instead of 1.40 eV) and grows faster than the neighboring grains.

Examples of Coupling Cellular Automata with
Crystal Plasticity Finite Element Models for
Predicting Recrystallization

Simulation approaches such as the crystal plasticity finite element method or cellu-
lar automata are increasingly gaining momentum as tools for spatial and temporal
discrete prediction methods for microstructures and textures. The major advan-
tage of such approaches is that they consider material heterogeneity as opposed
to classical statistical approaches, which are based on the assumption of material
homogeneity.

Although the average behavior of materials during deformation and heat treat-
ment can sometimes be sufficiently well described without considering local ef-
fects, prominent examples exist where substantial progress in understanding and
tailoring material response can only be attained by taking material heterogeneity
into account. For instance, in the field of plasticity, the quantitative investigation
of ridging and roping or related surface defects observed in sheet metals requires
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knowledge about local effects such as the grain topology or the form and location
of second phases. In the field of heat treatment, the origin of the Goss texture in
transformer steels, the incipient stages of cube texture formation during primary
recrystallization of aluminum, the reduction of the grain size in microalloyed low
carbon steel sheets, and the development of strong{111}〈uvw〉 textures in steels
can hardly be predicted without incorporating local effects such as the orientation
and location of recrystallization nuclei and the character and properties of the grain
boundaries surrounding them.

Although spatially discrete microstructure simulations have already profoundly
enhanced our understanding of microstructure and texture evolution over the past
decade, their potential is sometimes simply limited by an insufficient knowledge
about the external boundary conditions that characterize the process and an in-
sufficient knowledge about the internal starting conditions, which are, to a large
extent, inherited from the preceding process steps. It is thus an important goal
to improve the incorporation of both types of information into such simulations.
External boundary conditions prescribed by real industrial processes are often spa-
tially non-homogeneous. They can be investigated using experiments or process
simulations that consider spatial resolution. Spatial heterogeneities in the internal
starting conditions, i.e., in the microstructure and texture, can be obtained from
experiments or microstructure simulations that include spatial resolution.

Coupling, Scaling, and Boundary Conditions

In the present example, the results obtained from a crystal plasticity finite element
simulation were used to map a starting microstructure for a subsequent discrete
recrystallization simulation carried out with a probabilistic cellular automaton. The
finite element model was used to simulate a plane strain compression test conducted
on aluminum with columnar grain structure to a total logarithmic strain ofε=
−0.434. Details about the finite element model are given elsewhere (17, 18, 38, 39).
The values of the state variables (dislocation density, crystal orientation) given at
the integration points of the finite element mesh were mapped on the regular lattice
of a two-dimensional cellular automaton. Whereas the original finite element mesh
consisted of 36977 quadrilateral elements, the cellular automaton lattice consisted
of 217600 discrete points. The values of the state variables at each of the integration
points were assigned to the new cellular automaton lattice points, which fell within
the Wigner-Seitz cell corresponding to that integration point. The Wigner-Seitz
cells of the finite element mesh were constructed from cell walls that were the
perpendicular and bisected planes of all lines connecting neighboring integration
points, i.e., the integration points were in the centers of the Wigner-Seitz cells.

In the present example, the original size of the specimen providing the input
microstructure to the crystal plasticity finite element simulations gave a lattice
point spacing ofλm= 61.9µm. The maximum driving force in the region arising
from the stored dislocation density amounted to about 1 MPa. The temperature
dependence of the shear modulus and of the Burgers vector was considered in the
calculation of the driving force. The grain boundary mobility in the region was char-
acterized by an activation energy of the grain boundary mobility of 1.46 eV and a
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pre-exponential factor of the grain boundary mobility of m0= 8.3× 10−3 m3/(N s).
Together with the scaling lengthλm= 61.9µm, these data were used for the cal-
culation of the timestep1t= 1/νmin

0 and of the local switching probabilitieŝwlocal.
The annealing temperature was 800 K. Large-angle grain boundaries were char-
acterized by an activation energy for the mobility of 1.3 eV. Small-angle grain
boundaries were assumed to be immobile.

Nucleation Criterion

The nucleation process during primary static recrystallization has been explained
for pure aluminum in terms of discontinuous subgrain growth (40). According to
this model, nucleation takes place in areas that reveal high misorientations among
neighboring subgrains and a high local driving force for curvature driven discon-
tinuous subgrain coarsening. The present simulation approach works above the
subgrain scale, i.e., it does not explicitly describe cell walls and subgrain coarsen-
ing phenomena. Instead, it incorporates nucleation on a more phenomenological
basis using the kinetic and thermodynamic instability criteria known from classical
recrystallization theory (see, e.g., 40).

The kinetic instability criterion means that a successful nucleation process leads
to the formation of a mobile large-angle grain boundary that can sweep the sur-
rounding deformed matrix. The thermodynamic instability criterion means that the
stored energy changes across the newly formed large-angle grain boundary provid-
ing a net driving force that pushes it forward into the deformed matter. Nucleation in
this simulation is performed in accord with these two aspects: Potential nucleation
sites must fulfill both the kinetic and the thermodynamic instability criteria.

This nucleation model does not create any new orientations: At the beginning
of the simulation, the thermodynamic criterion (the local value of the dislocation
density) was first checked for all lattice points. If the dislocation density was larger
than some critical value of its maximum value in the sample, the cell was spon-
taneously recrystallized without any orientation change, i.e., a dislocation density
of zero was assigned to it, and the original crystal orientation was preserved. In
the next step, the ordinary growth algorithm was employed according to Equations
1–11, i.e., the kinetic conditions for nucleation were checked by calculating the
misorientations among all spontaneously recrystallized cells (preserving their orig-
inal crystal orientation) and their immediate neighborhood considering the first,
second, and third neighbor shell. If any such pair of cells revealed a misorientation
above 15◦, the cell flip of the unrecrystallized cell was calculated according to its
actual transformation probability, Equation 9. In case of a successful cell flip, the
orientation of the first recrystallized neighbor cell was assigned to the flipped cell.

Predictions and Interpretation

Figures 5–7 show simulated microstructures for site-saturated spontaneous nu-
cleation in all cells with a dislocation density larger than 50% of the maxi-
mum value (in Figure 5), larger than 60% of the maximum value (in Figure 6),
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and larger than 70% of the maximum value (in Figure 7). Each figure shows a set
of four subsequent microstructures during recrystallization.

The upper graphs in Figures 5–7 show the evolution of the stored dislocation
densities. The gray areas are recrystallized, i.e., the stored dislocation content of
the affected cells was dropped to zero. The lower graphs represent the microtexture
images where each color represents a specific crystal orientation. The color level
is determined as the magnitude of the Rodriguez orientation vector using the cube
component as reference. The fat white lines in both types of figures indicate grain
boundaries with misorientations above 15◦ irrespective of the rotation axis. The
thin green lines indicate misorientations between 5◦ and 15◦ irrespective of the
rotation axis.

The incipient stages of recrystallization in Figure 5 (cells with 50% of the max-
imum occurring dislocation density undergoing spontaneous nucleation without
orientation change) reveal that nucleation is concentrated in areas with large ac-
cumulated local dislocation densities. As a consequence, the nuclei form clusters
of similarly oriented new grains (e.g., Figure 5a). Less deformed areas between
the bands reveal a very small density of nuclei. Logically, the subsequent stages of
recrystallization (Figure 5b–d) reveal that the nuclei do not sweep the surround-
ing deformation structure freely as described by Avrami-Johnson-Mehl theory but
impinge upon each other and thus compete at an early stage of recrystallization.

Figure 6 (using 60% of the maximum occurring dislocation density as threshold
for spontaneous nucleation) also reveals strong nucleation clusters in areas with
high dislocation densities. Owing to the higher threshold value for a spontaneous
cell flip, nucleation outside of the deformation bands occurs vary rarely. Similar
observations hold for Figure 7 (70% threshold value). It also shows an increasing
grain size as a consequence of the reduced nucleation density.

The deviation from Avrami-Johnson-Mehl type growth, i.e., the early impinge-
ment of neighboring crystals, is also reflected by the overall kinetics that differ
from the classical sigmoidal curve that is found for homogeneous nucleation con-
ditions. Figure 8 shows the kinetics of recrystallization (for the simulations with
different threshold dislocation densities for spontaneous nucleation) (Figures 5–7).
All curves reveal a flattened shape compared with the analytical model. The high
offset value for the curve with 50% critical dislocation density is due to the small
threshold value for a spontaneous initial cell flip. This means that 10% of all cells
undergo initial site saturated nucleation. Figure 9 shows the corresponding Cahn-
Hagel diagrams. It is found that the curves increasingly flatten and drop with an
increasing threshold dislocation density for spontaneous recrystallization.

Interestingly, in all three simulation series where spontaneous nucleation took
place in areas with large local dislocation densities, the kinetic instability cri-
terion was usually also well enough fulfilled to enable further growth of these
freshly recrystallized cells. In this context, it is notable that both instability criteria
were treated entirely independently in this simulation. In other words, only those
spontaneously recrystallized cells that subsequently found a misorientation above
15◦ to at least one non-recrystallized neighbor cell were able to expand further.
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Figure 8 Kinetics of the recrystallization simulations shown in Figures 5–7.
Annealing temperature, 800 K; scaling lengthλm= 61.9µm.

This makes the essential difference between a potential nucleus and a successful
nucleus. Translating this observation into the initial deformation microstructure
means that in the present example high dislocation densities and large local lattice
curvatures typically occur in close neighborhood or even at the same sites.

Another essential observation is that the nucleation clusters are particularly
concentrated in macroscopical deformation bands formed as diagonal instabilities
through the sample thickness. Generic intrinsic nucleation inside heavily deformed
grains, however, occurs rarely. Only the simulation with a very small threshold
value of 50% of the maximum dislocation density as a precondition for a spon-
taneous energy drop shows some successful nucleation events outside the large
bands. But even then, nucleation is successful only at former grain boundaries
where orientation changes occur naturally. Summarizing this argument means that
there might be a transition from extrinsic nucleation such as inside bands or re-
lated large-scale instabilities to intrinsic nucleation inside grains or close to ex-
isting grain boundaries. It is likely that both types of nucleation deserve separate
attention. As far as the strong nucleation in macroscopic bands is concerned, future
consideration should be placed on issues such as the influence of external friction
conditions and sample geometry on nucleation. Both aspects strongly influence
through thickness shear localization effects.
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Figure 9 Simulated interface fractions between recrystallized and non-
recrystallized material for the recrystallization simulations shown in Figures 5–7.
Annealing temperature, 800 K; scaling lengthλm= 61.9µm.

Another result of relevance is the partial recovery of deformed material.
Figures 5d, 6d, and 7d reveal small areas where moving large-angle grain bound-
aries did not entirely sweep the deformed material. An analysis of the state variable
values at these coordinates and of the grain boundaries involved substantiates that
insufficient misorientations, not insufficient driving forces, between the deformed
and the recrystallized areas—entailing a drop in grain boundary mobility—were
responsible for this effect. This mechanism is referred to as orientation pinning.

Simulation of Nucleation Topology Within a Single Grain

Recent efforts in simulating recrystallization phenomena on the basis of crystal
plasticity finite element or electron microscopy input data are increasingly devoted
to tackling the question of nucleation. Here it must be stated clearly that mesoscale
cellular automata can neither directly map the physics of a nucleation event nor
develop any novel theory for nucleation at the subgrain level. However, cellular
automata can predict the topological evolution and competition among growing
nuclei during the incipient stages of recrystallization. The initial nucleation crite-
rion itself must be incorporated in a phenomenological form.

This section deals with such as an approach for investigating nucleation topol-
ogy. The simulation was again started using a crystal plasticity finite element
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approach. The crystal plasticity model set-up consisted in a single aluminum grain
with face centered cubic crystal structure and 12{111}〈110〉 slip systems embed-
ded in a plastic continuum, which had the elastic-plastic properties of an aluminum
polycrystal with random texture. The crystallographic orientation of the aluminum
grain in the center wasϕ1= 32◦,φ= 85◦,ϕ2= 85◦. The entire aggregate was plane
strain deformed to 50% thickness reduction (given as1d/d0, where d is the actual
sample thickness and d0 its initial thickness). The resulting data (dislocation den-
sity, orientation distribution) were then used as input data for the ensuing cellular
automaton recrystallization simulation. The distribution of the dislocation den-
sity taken from all integration points of the finite element simulation is given in
Figure 10.

Nucleation was initiated as outlined in detail above, i.e., each lattice point that
had a dislocation density above some critical value (500× 1013 m−2 in the present

Figure 10 Distribution of the simulated dislocation density in a deformed aluminum
grain embedded in a plastic aluminum continuum. The simulation was performed by
using a crystal plasticity finite element approach. The set-up consisted of a single
aluminum grain (orientation:ϕ1= 32◦, φ= 85◦, ϕ2= 85◦ in Euler angles), with face
centered cubic crystal structure and 12{111}〈110〉 slip systems, that was embedded in a
plastic continuum, which had the elastic-plastic properties of an aluminum polycrystal
with random texture. The sample was plane strain deformed to 50% thickness reduction.
The resulting data (dislocation density, orientation distribution) were used as input data
for a cellular automaton recrystallization simulation.
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case; see Figure 10) of the maximum value in the sample was spontaneously
recrystallized without orientation change. In the ensuing step, the growth algorithm
was started according to Equations 1–11, i.e., a nucleus could only expand further
if it was surrounded by lattice points of sufficient misorientation (above 15◦). In
order to concentrate on recrystallization in the center grain, the nuclei could not
expand into the surrounding continuum material.

Figures 11a–c show the change in dislocation density during recrystallization
(Figure 11a: 9% of the entire sample recrystallized, 32.1 s; Figure 11b: 19% of
the entire sample recrystallized, 45.0 s; Figure 11c: 29.4% of the entire sam-
ple recrystallized, 56.3 s). The color scale marks the dislocation density of each
lattice point in units of 1013 m−2. The white areas are recrystallized. The sur-
rounding blue area indicates the continuum material in which the grain is embed-
ded (and into which recrystallization was not allowed to proceed). Figures 12a–c
show the topology of the evolving nuclei without coloring the as-deformed vol-
ume. All recrystallized grains are colored to indicate their crystal orientation. The
non-recrystallized material and the continuum surrounding the grain are colored
white.

Figure 13 shows the volume fractions of the growing nuclei during recrystal-
lization as a function of annealing time (800 K). The data reveal that two groups of
nuclei occur: The first class of nuclei shows some growth in the beginning but no
further expansion during the later stages of the anneal. The second class of nuclei

Figure 13 Volume fractions of the growing nuclei in Figure 11 during recrys-
tallization as a function of annealing time (800 K).
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shows strong and steady growth during the entire recrystallization time. The first
group could be considered non-relevant nuclei, the second group could be termed
relevant nuclei. The spread in the evolution of nucleation topology after their initial
formation can be attributed to nucleation clustering, orientation pinning, growth
selection, or driving force selection phenomena. Nucleation clustering means that
areas with localization of strain and misorientation produce high local nucleation
rates. This entails clusters of newly formed nuclei where competing crystals im-
pinge on each other at an early stage of recrystallization so that only some of the
newly formed grains of each cluster can expand further, which is another example
of orientation pinning, as described above. In other words, some nuclei expand
during growth into areas where the local misorientation drops below 15◦. Growth
selection is a phenomenon where some grains grow significantly faster than others
due to a local advantage originating from higher grain boundary mobility such as
shown in Figure 4b. Typical examples are the 40◦ 〈111〉 rotation relationship in
aluminum or the 27◦ 〈110〉 rotation relationship in iron-silicon, both of which are
known to have a growth advantage [e.g., (40)]. Driving force selection is a phe-
nomenon where some grains grow significantly faster than others due to a local
advantage in driving force (shear bands, microbands, heavily deformed grain).

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have reviewed the fundamentals and some applications of cellular automata in
the field of microstructure research, with special attention given to the fundamentals
of mapping rate formulations for interfaces and driving forces on cellular grids.
Some applications were discussed from the field of recrystallization theory.

The future of the cellular automaton method in the field of mesoscale ma-
terials science lies most likely in the discrete simulation of equilibrium and non-
equilibrium phase transformation phenomena. The particular advantage of
automata in this context is their versatility with respect to the constitutive in-
gredients, to the consideration of local effects, and to the modification of the
grid structure and the interaction rules. In the field of phase transformation sim-
ulations, the constitutive ingredients are the thermodynamic input data and the
kinetic coefficients. Both sets of input data are increasingly available from theory
and experiment, rendering cellular automaton simulations more and more realis-
tic. The second advantage, i.e., the incorporation of local effects will improve our
understanding of cluster effects, such as those arising from the spatial competition
of expanding neighboring spheres already in the incipient stages of transforma-
tions. The third advantage, i.e., the flexibility of automata with respect to the grid
structure and the interaction rules, is probably the most important aspect for novel
future applications. By introducing more global interaction rules (in addition to
the local rules) and long-range or even statistical elements, in addition to the lo-
cal rules for the state update, cellular automata could be established as a means
for solving some of the intricate scale problems that are often encountered in the
materials sciences. It is conceivable that for certain mesoscale problems, such as
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the simulation of transformation phenomena in heterogeneneous materials in di-
mensions far beyond the grain scale, cellular automata can occupy a role between
the discrete atomistic approaches and statistical Avrami-type approaches.

The major drawback of the cellular automaton method in the field of transforma-
tion simulations is the absence of solid approaches for the treatment of nucleation
phenomena. Although basic assumptions about nucleation sites, rates, and textures
can often be included on an empirical basis as a function of the local values of
the state variables, intrinsic physically based phenomenological concepts such as
those found, to a certain extent, in the Ginzburg-Landau framework (in case of the
spinodal mechanism) are not available for automata. Hence, it might be advanta-
geous in future work to combine Ginzburg-Landau-type phase field approaches
with the cellular automaton method. For instance the (spinodal) nucleation phase
could then be treated with a phase field method and the resulting microstructure
could be further treated with a cellular automaton simulation.

The Annual Review of Materials Researchis online at
http://matsci.annualreviews.org
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Figure 5 Consecutive stages of a two-dimensional simulation of primary static re-
crystallization in a deformed aluminum polycrystal on the basis of crystal plasticity
finite element starting data. The figure shows the change in dislocation density (top)
and microtexture (bottom) as a function of the annealing time during isothermal recrys-
tallization. The texture is given in terms of the magnitude of the Rodriguez orientation
vector using the cube component as reference. Thegray areasin the upper figures
indicate a stored dislocation density of zero, i.e., these areas are recrystallized. The
heavy white linesindicate grain boundaries with misorientations above 15◦ irrespective
of the rotation axis. Thethin green linesindicate misorientations between 5◦ and 15◦

irrespective of the rotation axis. The simulation parameters: 800 K; thermodynamic
instability criterion, site-saturated spontaneous nucleation in cells with at least 50%
of the maximum occurring dislocation density (threshold value); kinetic instability
criterion for further growth of such spontaneous nuclei, misorientation above 15◦; ac-
tivation energy of the grain boundary mobility, 1.46 eV; pre-exponential factor of the
grain boundary mobility, m0= 8.3× 10−3 m3/(N s; mesh size of the cellular automaton
grid (scaling length),λm= 61.9µm.
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Figure 6 Parameters such as in Figure 5, but site-saturated spontaneous nucleation
occurred in all cells with at least 60% of the maximum occurring dislocation density.
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Figure 7 Parameters such as in Figure 5, but site-saturated spontaneous nucleation
occurred in all cells with at least 70% of the maximum occurring dislocation density.
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